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Category: 1851 Exhibition of All Nations (1 to 2) 

The London Crystal Palace - the First World's Fair 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 1 - White Medal with Embossed bust of "Price Albert consort of Queen Victoria" looking to 
the right on the obverse. The reverse pictures the Crystal Palace and has written above "The 
International Industrial Exhibition London, 1851". Below the building is "Proposed by H.R.H. 
Prince Albert, Designed by Joseph Paxton Esq. F.L.S., Erected by Fox Henderson & Co., Length 
1848 Feet, Width 456 Feet, Height of Principal Roof 66 feet, Height of Transept 108 feet, Glazed 
Surface 900,000 Sup Feet, Occupies 18 Acres of Ground. Estimated Value £150,000". Marked in 
tiny letters "Allen & Moore", "Birm". Size: 2" diameter by 3/16" thick. Condition: Extremely Fine 
with a few small dark spots.    Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80 

$ 30 

 

Lot # 2 - Bronze medal with a picture of "The Crystal Palace" with "For the Great Exhibition in 
London of 1851" below. On the reverse is "Dimensions - Length 1848 Feet, Width 456 Feet, Height 
of Roof 66 feet, Height of Transept 108 feet, Glazed Surface 900,000 Sup. Feet. Occupies 18 Acres. 
Usually these medals are much larger. Size: 7/8" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, light overall 
toning.    Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

Category: 1862 London Crystal Palace (3 to 3) 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 3 - Stereo View Card with black and white photographs of "No. 162, - Armstrong Guns & c. 
Naval Court. (2)" The card is yellow with "The International Exhibition of 1862." Written on the 
sides. Published by "London Stereoscopic and Photographic Company." Size: 6 3/4" wide by 3 1/4" 
high. Condition: Extremely Fine. Some wear to the edges and light soiling of the card. The photos 
are nice and clear.   Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

Category: 1876 Centennial Exposition (4 to 14) 
This World's Fair commemorating the 100th Anniversary of the birth of the United States was held in Philadelphia Pennsylvania. 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 4 - Clear glass paperweight cube with black and white images on paper under each side and 
the top of the paperweight. The image on top is "Memorial Hall _ Art Gallery", "365 x 210 ft. area 
1.76 acres." The left side of the top has "Souvenir U.S. Centennial Exposition" and on the right is 
"Fairmount Park, Philadelphia", "Patented July 6th 1875." The pictures, one each side are: 
"Horticultural Hall", "Machinery Hall", "Agricultural Hall", and "Main Building.", each with their 
dimensions and "1776" to the left and "1876" to the right. On the bottom is a piece of paper attached 
to the exterior of the glass. It pictures a "Bird's Eye View of the Centennial Grounds and Buildings 
..." The sides are slightly slanted. Size: 3 3/4" wide by 2 7/8" deep by 2 1/4" tall. Condition: Overall 
Extremely Fine. 2 corners have chips at the bottom and there are two little chips on the bottom edges 
too. The pictures are all bright and clean, except the one on the bottom is browned and has a little 
paper loss in its bottom right corner where a price sticker was removed at one time. 
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125 

$ 35 



 

Lot # 5 - Toy Covered Bowl, Clear glass bowl or dish has an incised image of the Liberty Bell in the 
bottom with a ribbon around it with "1776" to the left and "1876" to the right. The lid has a raised 
image of the Liberty Bell surrounded with "Declaration Independence" with "1776" and "1876" 
above on one side. The other side has raised writing "100 Years Ago". Size: 3 3/8" diameter by 2 
1/4" tall. Condition: Extremely Fine since there is one tiny chip on the inside rim of the bottom 
bowl. ( Remember, a child played with this 140 years ago.)    Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80 

$ 30 

 

Lot # 6 - Brass Medal in the original box. Obverse: Raised image of "Memorial Hall" in the center 
with "To Commemorate the Centennial Anniversary of the United States Phila July 4 1876" 
underneath. Reverse: Raised image of "Independence Hall", "July 4 1776". Around the top edge is 
"Proclaim Liberty Throughout the Land and Unto All the People Thereof". The box is brown leather 
and with felt on the inside of the top and the bottom. The cover is marked "Memorial of 1776 - 1876 
a Century". Size: The medal is 2 1/4" diameter by 3/16" thick. The box is 3 3/8" by 3 1/8". 
Condition: The medal is Excellent with slight toning. The box is Fair. The covers are not attached, 2 
sides are missing and the loop for the clasp is gone.    Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125 

$ 35 

 

Lot # 7 - White metal medal in the original holder box. Obverse: "Centennial Philadelphia" at top 
with the image of Main Building in the center, with "Philadelphia 1876" below. Reverse: "1776 
Illustrating the growth and prosperity of a FREE PEOPLE in a hundred Years 1876". In tiny print 
"Pat Nov 3 1874 H&L". The holder box is brown and one side slides out with the medal visible from 
both sides. Size: Medal is 1 5/8" diameter. Box is 2 9/16" by 2 11/16". Condition: Excellent, with 
some darkening of the surface. The box is Very Fine with some wear in spots.   Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25 

 

Lot # 8 - Silver Colored Medal. Obverse: Man's bust in center (I think it is William the First, 
Emperor of Germany) with "Den Deutschen Besuchern Der Weltausstellung Gewidmet" (Dedicated 
to the German visitors of the World Exhibition) written around the edge. Reverse: Two Standing 
Women with the suns rays radiating out , each holding a shield, the one on the right is the American 
Shield. In between them is the Main Building from the Centennial. Below is the top of the globe 
with "America" written on it. Around the top is "See how we Prosper". Size; 1 3/4" diameter. 
Condition: Excellent with a couple of light scratches on the rim.   Estimate: $ 60 - $ 90 

$ 30 

 

Lot # 9 - Small Bronze Token with raised Masonic Symbol on the front side. On the back in the 
center is written "Struck in the Main Building of the International Exhibition. Phila. On the first 
steam coining press used by the U. S. Mint" with "1876" at the bottom. The edge is reeded. Size: 
3/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, a little toning.   Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 10 - "Knights Templar" 3 Piece Hanging Brass Badge with Crown and Cross with "INRI" in 
cross at top, The Number '2' as the middle piece and as the bottom piece is the Liberty Bell with a 
cross across its top. On the bell is written "In Hoc Signo Vinces", "1776", "Centennial", "1876", 
"Philadelphia", "Commandery No. 2" & "Knights Templar". Size: 4 3/8" long by 2" wide at the 
bottom. Condition: Fine with heavy toning on the bottom, tin pest on the back of the '2' and a little 
wear on the top 2 pieces.    Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 11 - Bronze Pendant. At top are 2 kneeling figures with "1876" below. Just below that in small 
letters is "Medal". The bottom portion pictures the Liberty Bell in the center with "1776" written on 
it and around the edge is "Proclaim Liberty Throughout the Land". On the back is stamped "Patd 
May 18, 75". Hole is original. Size: 1" wide by 1 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight wear 
to finish.    Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 12 - Wooden Medal picturing in high relief "1776 Main Building 1876" with "International 
Exhibition", written below. Below the building you can see people and bushes. Reverse: Around the 
edge "The 100th Anniversary of American Independence", "U.S. America". In the center "4th of 
July 1776", "Exhibition Open from May 10 to Nov. 10 1876 Fairmount Park Philadelphia". Size: 3" 
diameter by 3/16" thick. Condition: Excellent.   Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50 

$ 17 

 

Lot # 13 - Shield shaped Pin with pressed stars around the edge. In the center is "Centennial", 
"1776" a pair of hands shaking, "1876" and at the bottom the letter 'U' with an 'S' inside it. Size: 1" 
wide by 1 1/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, there is some wear in the center near the bottom. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 14 – Double page from the Leslie Register, "View of the Main Building, Looking Down the 
Central Aisle from the Organ Loft in the Eastern Gallery." picturing the inside of the building 
showing display structures, the tops of the exterior walls, the ceiling, and people sitting and standing 
in the central aisle, apparently listening to the organ recital. Size: 22 5/8" wide by 16 1/2" high. 
Condition: Fine, there is some damage to the edges of the page and it is just 2 pages out of a book. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8 

$ 3 



Category: 1878 Paris Exposition Universelle (15 to 17) 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 15 - Binocular Stanhope with pictures of the "Exposition Universelle 1878". Each view shows 
both the Trocadero and the Champ de Mars, but from different angles. The binoculars are made of 
bone. Size: 3/4" by 3/4". Condition: Extremely Fine. The images are nice and clear, although the 
writing at the bottom of each picture is a little hard to read due to the angle that you are viewing it 
from when you look through the openings. The binoculars are undamaged but slightly darkened 
from age.  Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 16 - Multicolor Chromolithograph Trade Card picturing the "Tunis & Maroc" (Tunisia & 
Morocco) Pavilion. Above is "Exposition Universelle de 1878". On the back is an advertisement for 
"Maison Alph. Giroux." with some of the items they sell and their address. Size: 3 15/16" wide by 5 
1/4" high. Condition: Fine. A 1/8" tear on the left near the bottom and darkening of the back and the 
corners.   Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 17 - Multicolor Chromolithograph Trade Card picturing the "Pavillon de la Ville de Paris" 
(Pavilion of the City of Paris). Above is "Exposition Universelle de 1878". On the back is an 
advertisement for "Maison Alph. Giroux." with some of the items they sell and their address. Size: 5 
5/16" wide by 3 15/16" high. Condition: Fine, only because there is a 1/4 tear at the bottom in the 
center and slight damage to all the corners.  Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8 

$ 3 

Category: 1884-85 World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition (18 to 19) 
Held in New Orleans 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 18 - Large Silk Ribbon picturing the Main Building in the center with a balloon above and 
fountains in the front. Around the fountains are stalks of corn with an eagle at the bottom of them 
who is holding an American Shield (in red, white and blue). Along the bottom are industrial items, 
barrels, a ship, a train engine and more. There is a ribbon with the words "Souvenir of the World's 
Exposition New Orleans" written in it. At the top is the insignia with "A Filo Corona" (a thread ring) 
written below. The colors are mostly black, green, yellow, red, white, and blue. In small writing at 
the bottom left is "W. Strange & Co. Paterson N.J." and on the right "J. J. Jordan. Des." Size: 6 7/8" 
wide by 14 3/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine. There is a light stain in the upper right corner. 
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250 

$ 75 

 

Lot # 19 - Brass Clothing Button with the image of the "Main Building in the center with "World 
Exposition New Orleans" written above and "1884 - 1885" at bottom. Size: 7/8" diameter. 
Condition: Excellent.      Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

Category: 1886 Colonial & Indian Exhibition - London (20 to 20) 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 20 - Silver Colored Medal. Obverse: Pictures the bust of a bearded man. Reverse: All writing:, 
"Struck in Commemoration of the Colonial & Indian Exhibition 1886". There is a hole with a ring 
through it at top that probably is not original. Size: 3/4" diameter. Condition: Excellent with a little 
tarnish.    Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40 

$ 12 

Category: 1889 Paris Universal Exposition (21 to 21) 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 21 - Ticket to the exposition picturing four allegorical figures under an archway. At top is the 
price "Un Franc" ( 1 franc ). Below the picture is "Exposition Universelle 1889", "Ticket D'entrée" 
(Entrance ticket), a red seal and "No 1,194,310". The ticket is printed in gray on very thin paper. 
Size: 2" wide by 3 1/4" high. Condition: Fine. Some creases, soiling and a tear in upper right corner 
and lower left side.   Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40 

$ 12 



Category: 1893 World's Columbian Exposition (22 to 57) 
Celebrating the 400th Anniversary of the Discovery of America. Held in Chicago, Illinois 

For Medal references: 
Eglit refers to Eglit's Book on Columbian Exposition Medals as revised by Hoffman. 

HK refers to Hibler & Kappen as revised by Hoffman, Hayes, Brecher and Dean. 
McGlothlin refers to Chris McGlothlin's "World's Fair Spoons" Book  

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 22 - Milk Glass Vase with a Multicolor picture of the "Building of Electricity and Electrical 
Appliances", "World's Fair Chicago 1893" on the side. The picture is in 2 shades of brown and 2 
shades of blue. There is a gold rim on the top and a gold ring at the bottom. The bottom is marked 
"Austria". Size: 3 1/4" diameter by 6 1/8" tall. Condition: Excellent condition, with minor rim flaw 
as made.            Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250 

$ 75 

 

Lot # 23 - Box for the "Picture Puzzles" of the "Mines Building" from "The World's Columbian 
Exposition". The cover is a multicolor lithograph of the "Mines Building". Published by 
"McLoughlin Bros. New York", famous for 19th Century games and puzzles. The bottom of the box 
is included, but there is no puzzle. The corners of the box are dove tailed. Size: 12 3/4" wide by 9 
1/2" deep by 1 9/16" high. Condition: Fine. The top is bent in, there is a little paper loss from the 
edges and the paper has some creases and is a little soiled. There is no puzzle.  Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 20 

 

Lot # 24 - Multicolor Chromolithograph Folder in the shape of a Can for "Highland Brand 
Evaporated Cream". The folder opens to 6 panels with one panel showing their exhibit in the 
"Agricultural Building" at the "World's Columbian Exposition". The other multicolor panels show 
the front and back of the can (those are the front and back panel), 2 factories, A Victorian family at 
the dinner table, Children around the can, a railroad car and a girl pouring the cream out for her cats. 
The back has information about the cream and a few "Testimonials" printed in black. Size: 3" wide 
by 4 3/4" high. Opens to 18" wide. Condition: Near Mint.    Estimate: $ 60 - $ 100 

$ 30 

 

Lot # 25 - Silver Colored Match Safe with 3 round disks on one side. The disks picture, top to 
bottom, "Washington", "Columbus" and "Lincoln". The back is blank. Size: 1 1/2" wide by 2 7/8" 
high. Condition: Very Fine, a little wear to the plating and overall toning. 
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75 

$ 25 

 

Lot # 26 - Sterling silver ring. Raised text around outside reads "Recuerdo de la Exposicion de 
Chicago" (Souvenir of the Chicago Exposition), "1492", "1893", "El Anillo Ysabel" (The Isabelle 
Ring). In center "F" & "Y" with crowns above and a cross in center. Marking on interior reads 
"Gorham Mfg Co", "Sterling", "Registered 1892". It is size "10 1/2". Size: 1/4" by 13/16" diameter. 
Condition: Extremely Fine with light tarnish.  Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 27 - Satin Glass Egg shaped Salt Shaker with raised letters "Columbian 1893 Exhibition" 
painted in gold. Size: 2 7/8" long by about 2" high (hard to measure). Condition: Excellent with 
slight soiling. 
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 28 - White Linen Women's Handkerchief with a brown image in one corner of the "Landing of 
Columbus" with "Souvenir World's Fair Chicago", "1492", "1893" above. Around the border are sets 
of 4 stars in black. In the opposite corner is the name "Mollie Denver" sewn in blue thread. Size: 12 
7/8" x 12 1/2" . Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 29 - Large Chocolate Medal, Eglit # 101. Obverse: High relief image of the Landing of 
Columbus in center with "1492" below. Around the rim is "Dedicated to the American People in 
Honor of the 400th Anniversary of Discovery of America" & "United We Stand Divided We Fall". 
Reverse: High Relief bust of Miss "Liberty" with stars all around & "1892" below. Size: 3 1/2" 
diameter by 3/16" thick. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 300 

$ 75 



 

Lot # 30 - Large Bronze Award Medal in the original box. The medal shows a raised image of 
Columbus on the front. To the right of him it says "Christopher Columbus Oct XII - MCCCCXCII." 
The back says "World's Columbian Exposition In Commemoration of the Four Hundredth 
Anniversary of the Landing of Columbus". "MDCCCXCII - MDCCCXCIII", "to A. J. Bates" At 
bottom pictures the caravel. At the bottom in small letters is "C. E. Barber Fecit." Size: Medal is 3" 
diameter by 3/16" thick. Box is 3 3/4" square. Condition: The medal is Extremely Fine with some 
dark areas, some on Columbus and on half of the writing on the back. The Box is Good, the top and 
bottom are separated and the felt inside is disconnected and damaged.   Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125 

$ 35 

 

Lot # 31 - Sterling Silver Box Dollar (also known as Opium Dollar), Eglit #E92. Obverse: Bust of 
"Christopher Columbus","1492 1893" with a shield on each side (US and Spain?). Reverse: This is 
the door that opens to reveal the inside of the box and pictures the "Administration Building". 
Around the top "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago". Inside is still the mica and the ring that 
keeps the mica in place. Marked "Sterling" at bottom. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Excellent 
with light toning.     Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125 

$ 35 

 

Lot # 32 - Coin Silver Medal, Eglit # 216. Obverse: Small bust of Columbus "World's Columbian 
Exposition" around rim. Reverse: "Struck in the Canadian Court to Commemorate the World's Fair 
Chicago 1893". According to Eglit, these were struck over other coins, and you can see the remnants 
of a sitting Liberty quarter under the writing on the reverse. Size: 7/8" diameter. Condition: 
Extremely Fine, a little wear and tarnish.    Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 33 - Silver Medal. Obverse: A picture of the "Mines and Mining Building" with "350 x 700 
feet Cost $ 265,000" in tiny writing at the bottom. Reverse: pictures the "U. S. Government" 
building with " 345 x 415 feet 3,3 Acres Cost $ 400,000". Size: 1 3/8" diameter. Condition: 
Extremely Fine, light tarnish.    Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 34 - Aluminum medal, Eglit # 20. Obverse: Small busts of "Columbus" and "C.W.G. Ferris" 
with "The Ferris Wheel Dimensions...." (and the dimensions). In the center above the busts is a 
crown. Around the edge "Souvenir Medal", "World's Columbian Exposition". Reverse: Pictures the 
Ferris Wheel in the center with "Ferris Wheel", "Greatest Mechanical Achievement of the Age." 
around the edge. Size:1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Excellent.    Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50 

$ 17 

 

Lot # 35 - Aluminum Medal, Eglit #E115. Obverse: Around the edge is "The Ferris Wheel" and its 
pictured in middle with "One of the Wonders of the World" along the bottom with the statistics of 
the wheel around the top of the middle. To the right of the wheel in tiny letters is "Childs Chicago". 
Reverse: pictures 5 building from the fair, "Administration Building", "Electrical Building", "Mining 
Bldg.", "Machinery Hall" & one other. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with a little 
toning.    Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 36 - Aluminum Medal. Obverse: "Landing of Columbus" Scene. Reverse: All writing, 
"Jackson's Napa Soda makes the Boss Lemonade". Size: 1 9/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, 
wear to the finish and a few scratches on the reverse. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 35 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 37 - Bronze Medal, Eglit # 223. Obverse: Bust of "Cristobal Colon" looking left. Reverse: A 
crowned woman seated on a globe with a scepter in her left hand that is extended over a ship of the 
Caravel. Around the edge is "Recuerdo Del 4o Centenario 1892" (Memory of the 4th Centennial 
1892). I sold the silver one in the last auction. Size: 1 3/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, 
since there are a few spots.    Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 38 - Silver Color Medal. Obverse: Very busy scene of "Columbus Landung in Amerika" 
written in a ribbon with "1492" at the bottom. Reverse: In the center is the Western Hemisphere with 
"Zum 400 Jahr. Gedenktage der Entdeckung von Amerika" (for the 400 years. Remembrance Days 
of the Discovery of America), "1892". Size: 1 9/16" diameter by 1/8"+ thick. Condition: Extremely 
Fine, light wear and light toning.   Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 39 - Aluminum Medal, Eglit #18. Obverse: "Landing of Columbus" scene with soldiers, with 
inscription below. Reverse: "Facts about Chicago" in center with "Souvenir of the World's 
Columbian Exposition 1893" around edge. The facts include population, size of the city and more. 
Size: 1 9/16" diameter. Condition: Excellent with one teeny tiny rim nick. 
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45 

$ 15 



 

Lot # 40 - Aluminum Medal. Obverse: The busts of Washington with "1776" under the bust, Lincoln 
with "1860" under the bust and Grant with "1865" under the bust. Across the bottom is "America's 
Trinity of Heroes". Around the edge is "The World's Columbian" and "Souvenir". Reverse: Picture 
Mrs. Cleveland, "Baby Ruth" and President Cleveland with a ribbon around them with "The People 
of the People" (whatever that means). At top is an Eagle with "Nov. 8, 1892" written above. 1 1/2" 
diameter. Condition: Very Good, there is some damage to the surface.  Estimate: $ 10 - $ 25 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 41 - Silver colored Medal with original loop at top. Obverse: Cloaked bust of Columbus. 
Around bust in Spanish "Cristobal Colon". Reverse: In the center is a ship of the Caravel to the left 
and palm trees to the right with "1492 1892" written underneath. Around the edge is "Recuerdo del 
Cuarto Centenario del Descubrimiento of America" (4th Centennial Discovery of America). Loop at 
top is original. (I sold the brass version of this in the last auction) Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: 
Fine, surface wear.   Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 42 - Brass Medal: Obverse: Bust of "Christopher Columbus", "1492" & "1893" around the 
edge. Reverse: pictures "The Santa Maria" and 2 other Caravel boats "Columbus in sight of the New 
World" around the edge. Size: 1 3/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, wear to the finish and 
discoloration on obverse.  Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 43 - Bronze Medal, Eglit #88. Obverse: Bust with collar of "Columbus" with "1492 - 1892" to 
the right. Reverse: Profiles of (from left to right) Washington, Lincoln and Grant with "Father, 
Saviour, Defender" written above. There is a hole for hanging, probably original. Size: 1" diameter. 
Condition: Very Fine, surface wear.  Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 44 - Commemorative Half Dollar, 1893 issued by the United States Government. Size: 1 3/16" 
diameter. Condition: Very Fine. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 45 - "Kansas" Brass hanging badge, Eglit # 471. Badge with die-cut edge has a decorative 
scroll design. "Kansas" on the bar at top. On the badge "Souvenir" at top, "World's" above the globe, 
"Columbian" in a ribbon in the center of globe, "Exposition" at bottom of globe. On back it is 
marked "MNFD by Schwaab S. & S. Co. Milwaukee.", "For Beck and Pager, 247 Dearborn St. 
Chicago." Size: 1 5/8" at the widest, by 2 1/4 inch top to bottom. Condition: Very Fine, a little wear 
and toning.     Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 46 - Bronze Pin Back "Identification Souvenir" with Columbus' bust at the top center. There 
are 2 slots where I assume you would insert a piece of paper with your name on it. Between the slots 
is "1893". At the bottom is "World's Fair". On the back is "Patented Mar. 28, 1893" and "S. D. 
Childs & Co Chicago". Size 1 3/16" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with nice toning. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 47 - Metal rimmed pin with multicolor insert of "Casino and Pier". Impressed around the metal 
edge and filled with blue paint are the words "World's Columbian Fair 1893", "Chicago". Size: 1 
3/8" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, some tiny dents in paper surface, slight darkening of the paper 
and a little discoloration in the center. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 48 - Silk Ribbon with a loop at top and a pin in the middle. There are 3 separate ribbons, 
yellow, red (short only covers part of the yellow), and red, one behind the other. The pin is in the 
shape of an eagle holding a ribbon. On the ribbon is "World's 1893 Fair". The ribbon has a loop at 
the top for hanging and a bell hanging below the eagle pin. On the gold ribbon is written (hard to 
read) "Not Mine" above the eagle, "Keep my place" below the eagle and something I can't read on 
the lower red part. Size: 1 1/4" wide by 8 7/8" long. Condition: Very Good, the ribbon is frayed and 
the writing is faded. The pin is Extremely Fine. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 



 

Lot # 49 - Accordion book with 12 pages of pictures that unfold out. The cover is red with "World's 
Columbian Exhibition Chicago" and a picture of Machinery Hall. The pictures inside are sepia. The 
pictures include Columbus Landing, an aerial view, most of the main buildings and all have their 
name next to the picture. Attached at the back are 4 pages with "Descriptive Text, Site and 
Building". Size: 5 7/8" wide by 9" high. Condition: Very Fine. A 1/2" tear in the spine and some 
light spotting on the cover. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 50 - Booklet, "Fairbanks' Souvenir of the World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago" advertising 
Fairbanks' Scales, St. Johnsbury, Vermont. The pages have black and white illustrations and contain 
information on Fairbanks Scales, awards that the scales have won, fairs at which Fairbanks have 
exhibited, and locations where they can be purchased. The covers are printed in orange and black. 
Size: 5 1/4" wide by 6 15/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a little wear to the back cover. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 51 - Trade Card for "The P.C. Lewis Mfg. Co., Catskill, N.Y." and their "Celebrated Rip Van 
Winkle Reclining Rocking Chair." The right side of the card is an area to cut off and send in to the 
PC. Lewis company to be entered in a drawing for a free Rip Van Winkle Chair. Full color 
illustration on front. The back describes the "World's Fair Offer". Size: 6" wide by 3 1/4" high. 
Condition: Very Fine, a little wear to the corners.   Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 52 - Folder, "A Talk on Varnish for users of Varnished Things." from the Berry Brothers with 
a picture of their factory, "The Largest Varnish Factory in the World !", along with "World's 
Columbian Exposition, 1893" on the cover. Inside describes their exhibit and how it is supposed to 
"awaken a greater interest in varnish". The back cover lists their stores in 8 major cities across the 
US. Size: 4 1/2" wide by 6" high. Condition: Fine, the upper right corner on the front is missing 
(possibly as made). There is a horizontal fold in the center.   Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 53 - Letter on "Illinois Board of World's Fair Commissioners" stationery. The address is 
"Office of Secretary", "Room 18 Montauk Block", Wm. Jenkins" (this is a letter from him) 
"Superintendent Public Schools Section." The letter is dated "Feb. 6th, 1894". Size: 8 3/8" wide by 
10 7/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a darkened line at bottom right and folded. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 54 - Stationery with multicolor chromolithograph at the top picturing the "Agricultural 
Building.", the "Horticultural Building." and the "Administration Building." Preprinted is "Greeting 
from the Worlds Columbian Exposition Chicago ______ 1893". The letter opens so that there are 4 
pages to write upon. Size: 5 1/8" wide by 7 7/8" high. Condition: Very Fine, it has been folded into 
thirds and there is a 1/2" tear on the end of one of the folds.   Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 55 - Envelope from the "Phoenix Silk Manufacturing Co.", "Column O 49, Machinery Hall", 
"World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago." This envelope is empty, but when it was given away it 
contained a silk item that was made at the fair. Size: 6 13/16" wide by 3 13/16" high. Condition: 
Very Fine, light edge crease and someone wrote their name on the envelope.   Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 56 - Single Page with sepia and blue pictures of 3 buildings: "Horticultural Building", 
"Machinery Hall", "Transportation Building". At top is "Chicago and World's Fair". I believe this 
was cut out of some other publication. Size: 7 1/2" wide by 9" high. Condition: Fine, a light stain on 
the left side and the back has turned a light brown.    Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 57 - Complete set of 12 Koehler postal cards (each is ready to mail with a 1 cent printed stamp 
on the back), all in extra fine condition. This is a rare set of postcards. Each card pictures 
"Christopher Columbus" and the "Santa Maria" on the left side.  
On the upper right side each one pictures one of the following buildings: Horticultural Building, 
Transportation Building, Manufacturers and Liberal Arts Building, Agricultural Building,  
Fish and Fisheries Building, Art Palace, Administration Building, Electrical Building,  
Woman's Building, Mines and Mining Building, Machinery Building, The Government Building. 
On the left side of each card in small writing it reads: "Girsch & Roehsler, N.Y. Patent Applied For." 
and "Jos. Koehler , Sole Agent N.Y." Size: 6 1/8" wide by 3 3/4" high each. Condition:Every Card is 
Extremely Fine with a little toning.     Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250 

$ 75 



Category: 1894 California Mid-Winter Exposition (58 to 61) 
Held in Golden Gate Park in San Francisco. 

For Medal references: 
HK refers to Hibler & Kappen as revised by Hoffman, Hayes, Brecher and Dean. 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 58 - Round Metal Box that is made to look like a stack of coins. The center of the top shows 
the sun rising over the "Golden Gate" with "1894" below and "California Midwinter Exposition" 
around the edge. The sides of the box are reeded to look like they are all gold coins. The box is 
copper. Size: 1 5/16" diameter by 15/16" tall. Condition: Excellent with slight toning. 
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50 

$ 17 

 

Lot # 59 - Celluloid Button picturing the "Giant See Saw", "225 Feet High." with a building in the 
background. This was the exciting ride on their midway. The button is sepia colored. Size: 1 
1/2"diameter. Condition: Very Fine, a light spot and a little darkening at the edge at 10 o'clock. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 60 - Aluminum Medal, HK 247, with Ferris Wheel pictured in the center. "Firth Wheel" is 
written around the wheel with "Souvenir of San Francisco California" "1894" around the rim. 
Reverse pictures the "Administration Building" in the center, with a bear below. Around the rim is 
"California Midwinter International exposition", "1894". Size: 1 9/16" diameter. Condition: Very 
Fine, slight wear, some surface scratches and a little toning.   Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50 

$ 17 

 

Lot # 61 - 2 Piece Brass Badge. The top is a brass shell with an impressed American Shield. The 
bottom is a round medal picturing The Mechanic Arts Building with "California Midwinter 
Exposition" around the edge and "1894" at bottom. On the back in tiny letters is the Lord's Prayer. 
Size: 5/8" wide by 1 5/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with age toning. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40 

$ 12 

Category: 1895 Cotton States and International Exposition (62 to 62) 
Held in Atlanta, Georgia 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 
Lot # 62 - Sterling Silver Demitasse Spoon picturing the "Women's Building" in the bowl with 
"Atlanta Exposition 1895" below the building. The back is marked "Sterling". Size: 3/4" wide by 3 
7/8" long. Condition: Very Fine with tarnish overall.    Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

Category: 1897 Tennessee Centennial (63 to 63) 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 63 - Brass Badge with 2 parts. The top bar has "Souvenir" written on it. The bottom pictures 
one of the buildings with a flag poll in the center. At top is an eagle with "Tennessee" written below. 
Around the building at top left is "Centennial" and top right "Exposition". Just above the building is 
"May", "Oct." Under the building is "Nashville 1897". Size: 1 1/2" wide by 2 1/2" high. Condition: 
Extremely Fine, light surface wear.   Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

Category: 1898 Trans-Mississippi Exposition (64 to 64) 
Held in Omaha, Nebraska 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 64 - Silver Plated Spoon, given away with the "Compliments of the Fleischmann & Co." (as 
written on the back of the handle). On the front of the handle is "Souvenir Trans-Mississippi 
Exposition Omaha 1898". In the bowl is the raised image of their yeast package with all the writing 
that existed on the actual package. Size: 1" wide by 4 3/8" long. Condition: Very Fine, there are 
some small dark spots that will probably polish out.    Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 4 



Category: 1900 Paris International Exposition (65 to 67) 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 65 - China Woman's Powder Box with a multicolor picture of the Palais des Millions" (Palace 
of Millions) with "Exposition Universelle de 1900" written above the picture. The outside is blue 
and the top has a blue edge with gold ring around the picture and gold speckles around the outer 
edge. Size: 2 7/8" diameter by 1 1/2" high. Condition: Would be Excellent except for the 1/8" chip 
under the lid on the edge.   Estimate: $ 35 - $ 40 

$ 17 

 

Lot # 66 - Ticket for a ride in a chair, probably a moving chair. The ticket reads "Exposition 
Universelle de 1900", "Entreprise des sieges" (Headquarters Company), "Chaise: 10 Centimes" 
(Chair: 10 Centimes = 1/10 of a franc). "Ce bulletin doit etre presente tontes requisitions du controle 
et doit etre detache de la souche dors de ca remise. Il ne pout cede sous peine de nullified." (This 
bulletin must be presented all control requirements and must be detach from the strain back ...) (Note 
a few of the words may be wrong as the ticket is a little hard to read.) Size: 2 1/2" wide by 1 1/4" 
high. Condition: Fine. It is a very thin tissue, with worn edges and some of the lettering is hard to 
read.     Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 67 - Plated Spoon with a raised image of the "Tour Eiffel" with "Exposition Universelle" and 
"Paris" written around the tower. At the top of the handle is a sailing ship with stars above. At the 
bottom of the handle is "1900". The spoon is covered with a gold wash. Size: 4 5/8" long by 15/16" 
wide. Condition: Fine. There is wear to the surface and the gold wash is along with some of the 
detail on the handle is worn.    Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

Category: 1901 Pan-American Exposition (68 to 75) 
Held in Buffalo, New York 

Reference Material: 
Lavin refers to "Panorama of the Pan=Am" by Fred Lavin. 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 68 - Silver colored match safe. Embossed on the front panel is Evelyn Rumsey Cary's "Spirit 
of Niagara" (woman with her arms outstretched with Niagara Falls immediately behind her). At the 
top is printed "Pan-American Exposition Buffalo." On the reverse side is the image of the 
"Manufactures & Liberal Arts Building" with "Pan-American Exposition" written below. There is a 
cigar cutter on the bottom. Size: 2 5/8" tall by 1 7/16" wide by 1/2" thick. Condition: Very Fine. 
Some tarnish and wear. One narrow side is dented.   Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50 

$ 17 

 

Lot # 69 - Aluminum Match Safe with "Pan American 1901" along with leaf decorations etched into 
the front. The back has the raised image of a horse's head. The top of the top has a raised decoration. 
Size: 1 1/2" wide by 2 3/4" high. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45 

$ 17 

 

Lot # 70 - Fired Clay Vase with flower decorations. Under the decorations is "Pan-American 1901. 
Size: 2 1/2" diameter at the widest by 3 3/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a little wear to the 
paint. No damage to the vase.. 
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 71 - Leather Change Purse with an impressed image of a Buffalo (in a darker brown) standing 
on the top of the globe. Above in gold letters is "Pan-American-Exposition" and below in gold is 
"1901". When you open the purse there is an inner pouch that has a broken clasp. Size: 2 7/8" wide 
by 2 5/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with very slight wear and the only damage being the inner 
clasp.   Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 72 - Tin Lithographed Pin in the shape of a Pan picturing a Buffalo and "1901" to its right on 
the bottom with "Pan American Exposition" printed around the edge. The printing is blue and red on 
a beige background. Size: 7/8" diameter by 1/4" thick. Condition: Extremely Fine, a couple of tiny 
scratches.   Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50 

$ 18 



 

Lot # 73 - Brass Badge. Top bar has "Souvenir" written on it. The bottom portion has an eagle at top 
with 2 flags below, the American Flag on the left and the Pan-American Expo flag on the right. The 
flags are painted red, white and blue. In the center is a Buffalo surrounded by a wreath on the outside 
and "Pan-American Exposition", "1901" written between the wreath and the buffalo. Size: 1 3/8" by 
2" wide. Condition: Since the top bar is missing the pin (pin included) and one loop is missing 
between the top and bottom portions, I must call it Very Good. The bottom portion is Extremely 
Fine with only one small spot of paint missing from the American Flag. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 74 - Celluloid Pin Back for "Mystic Shrine Day" picturing a Buffalo wearing the red Shrine 
hat that has "Ismailia" written on it. Below is "Pan-American", "August 31, 1901". (Lavin PB74) 
Size: 1 3/4" diameter. Condition: Fine, There are four 1/8" cracks and the background is slightly 
darkened.   Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 75 - Celluloid Pin Back advertising "Swifts Premium Hams and Bacon". Pictured on the front 
is color design of a pig sitting in a frying pan. Background is a cream color. Under the pig is "Pan-
American Souvenir" and "Swift & Company, U.S.A." Paper label on the reverse side advertises "The 
Products of Swift & Company are sold in every country on the globe." (Lavin PB111) Size: 1 1/4" 
diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine. A slight dent in the top and several dark spots next to the metal 
rim underneath.    Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

Category: 1901 Glasgow International Exhibition (76 to 76) 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 76 - Bronze Pendant. Obverse: Raised image of a fair building with "Glasgow Exhibition" 
above and "1901" below. Reverse: Glasgow City Seal in the center with "Let Glasgow Flourish" 
around the edge and "J. W. L." at the bottom. Loop at top is original. Size: 7/8" diameter. Condition: 
Extremely Fine, some light surface wear. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

Category: 1901 - 1902 South Carolina Interstate and West Indian Exposition (77 to 77) 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 77 - Badge with a brass shell frame at top with the word "Missouri" printed on the celluloid 
center. Below hangs a blue ribbon in the back and a red ribbon in the front. The blue ribbon has 
"Carolina Exposition 1902" printed in gold. The red ribbon has a celluloid disk inside a brass ring 
hanging from it. The celluloid is the "Missouri" state seal with "1902 Charleston, S.C." below. At 
the bottom of the blue ribbon are gold tassels. Rare. Size: 2" wide by 61/8" long. Condition: Fair. 
The blue ribbon has separated in several places, with some material loss and has been repaired with 
a piece of tape along the back of the ribbon. 
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45 

$ 15 

Category: 1904 St. Louis World's Fair (78 to 111) 
Also known as the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, it was held to commemorate the 100th Anniversary of the Purchase from France.

R L H refers to Robert L. Hendershott's book "1904 St. Louis World's Fair 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 78 - Bronze Award Medal. Obverse: Pictures a spread wing eagle and "Bronze Medal 
Louisiana Purchase Exposition" with two dolphins under the writing. Reverse: Pictures two women, 
one is semi-nude. Around the edge is "Universal Exposition Saint Louis United States of America" 
with "MCMIV" at the bottom. In tiny writing at bottom right is "A. A. Weinman Fect." (RLH 30-40) 
Size: Medal: 2 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, extremely light wear and overall toing. 
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125 

$ 35 

 

Lot # 79 - Bronze shield shaped medal: "Commemorative Medal, Louisiana Purchase Exposition" 
with eagle above and dolphins below. The other side has 2 woman, one is Columbia and the other 
figure is divesting herself of the cloak of France. Around the edge is "Universal Exposition, Saint 
Louis, United States Of America" with "MCMIV" below. The medal is marked in tiny letters "A.A. 
Weinman Fecit". (RLH 30-110) Size: 2 3/4" wide by 2 3/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with 
some very light marks.  Estimate: $ 60 - $ 90 

$ 30 



 

Lot # 80 - Woman's Powder Box with a reverse painted top picturing the "Palace of Manufacturers" 
with "St. Louis MO 1904" written below the picture. The colors are shades of blue, brown, white 
with black writing and mother of pearl highlights in the picture. The base is purple. Size: 2 1/4" 
diameter by 15/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a couple of small areas in the white sky of 
color shift.   Estimate: $ 60 - $ 90 

$ 30 

 

Lot # 81 - Brass Fob with 3 hanging disks. From top to bottom: Top disk has a shield with an eagle 
inside at top. The disk pictures "Jefferson" with "1803" above. Middle disk pictures "McKinley" 
with "1901" above. The bottom disk pictures "Roosevelt" (that's Teddy) with "1904" above. Reverse 
from top to bottom: Top disk has a shield with an eagle at top. The disk pictures "Napoleon" with 
"1803" above. The middle disk pictures "Loubet" with "1901" above. The bottom disk pictures the 
Cascades with "St. Louis World's Fair" around the top and "Patented March 1, 1904" around the 
bottom. (Unlisted in Hendershott) Size: 15/16" wide by 4 3/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with 
a little age toning. 
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100 

$ 25 

 

Lot # 82 - Silver Colored Match Safe. On the cover is a raised bust of "Thomas Jefferson" in a circle 
in the center with "Father of the Louisiana Purchase" written around him. On either side is a Native 
American. The hinge is located above Jefferson's head. The strikers are located on the left and right 
side. (RLH 29-200) Size: 2 3/8" wide by 1 5/8" deep. Condition: Extremely Fine with tarnish and a 
small dent in the bottom.   Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 83 - Match Safe with raised images of "Jefferson" and "Napoleon" with "Commemorating the 
Purchase of LA. Ter." Inside a horseshoe shaped ribbon. "1804", "1904". Reverse side has raised 
image of "Electricity", "World's Fair St. Louis." with "1904" at bottom. (RLH 29-160) Size: 2 3/8" 
high by 1 3/8" wide. Condition: Very Fine, a little wear and a little tarnished.  Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 84 - Collapsible Metal Drinking Cup with a raised image of the "Palace of Mines and 
Metallurgy" "St. Louis 1904" written around the edge of the removable top. (RLH 11-160 ) Size: 
Closed: 2" diameter by 11/16" thick. Open the cup becomes 2 1/4" tall. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 85 - Blue transfer plate picturing "Thomas Jefferson" with "World's Fair", "1803 Souvenir 
Plate" with American and French Flag on either side of Jefferson. Marked on back "Victoria Art 
Co." (RLH 42-620). Size: 7" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with one 1/16" chip on the edge. 
No crazing.  Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 86 - Filigree Cup Holder with handle and glass cup insert. There is white enamel paint 
decorating the brass metal filigree. At front is "St. Louis 1904" in a white strip. The handle is a 
twisted wire. Size: Base is 1 1/2" diameter with the handle extending out to make it 2 1/8" wide. The 
height is 2". Condition: Fine. There are chips in the paint, 2 chips at the top of the glass insert and 
the bottom has green tin pest.    Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 87 - White China Tumbler with black transfer pictures all around and gold gilt ring around the 
top and the bottom. "World's Fair St. Louis, Mo.", "1904" runs down one side. Around the tumbler 
are pictures of 3 buildings: "Palace of Varied Industries", "Pylonic Gateway.", and "Missouri State 
Building". The bottom is marked "Made in Germany". Size: 2 1/2" diameter by 3 7/8" high. 
Condition: Fine. The black writing is faded and worn.    Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 88 - Clear glass plate with cut-out lattice border. Pressed image in the bottom of "Festival Hall 
and Cascade Gardens". Above the image is "World's Fair St. Louis. 1904." The cascades are reverse 
painted gold with a white sky. The border has gold paint in the small flowers. (RLH 42-140) Size: 7 
1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Good. This plate was probably a second since there is a circular area 
near the center right that has a divot in the glass (does not appear to be a chip) and there is a little 
paint loss to the white paint.     Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 89 - Aluminum Tray with a fancy Nouveau Design on the border and a black picture of the 
"Temple of Fraternity", "World's Fair St. Louis. 1904." Size: 4 1/2" wide by 3" high. Condition: 
Very Fine, a slight crease in the sky left center, printing is a little light and light toning of the 
aluminum.    Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 90 - Silver Colored Medal. Obverse: Busts of "Jefferson" and "Napoleon" both inside their 
own wreath with a shield at the top. Around the bottom is "Jefferson 1803 Napoleon". Reverse: 
Raised image of the "Government Building" in the center. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Fine, 
wear and tarnish.     Estimate: $ 10 - $ 25 

$ 5 



 

Lot # 91 - Elongated Cent with image of the "Administration Bld'g" with "World's Fair St. Louis 
1904" above the image. The reverse has a nice image of the back of an Indian Cent. There is a hole 
on the left side. Size: 1 3/8" wide by 13/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, there is a little wear. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 92 - Aluminum Encased Indian Head Penny within a bell shaped holder. On one side "Keep 
and Never Go Broke" and "I Bring Good Luck". On the other side "World's Fair", "St. Louis", 
"1904". The cent is a "1904" Indian Head. Hole at top is original. Size: 1 5/8" wide by 1 5/8" high. 
Condition: Fine. Wear to the penny and rim ding to bell.    Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 93 - Badge with a plain brass shell at top, brown ribbon hanging down with a celluloid at the 
bottom. The ribbon has "St. Louis" something I can't make out "Club" written on it. The celluloid at 
the bottom pictures a woman holding a torch pointing to the Louisiana Purchase area on the Western 
Hemisphere with "World's Fair St. Louis" written to the right. On the back of the button are 4 
images including an acorn and a heart. Size: 2" wide by 4" high. Condition: Good. The ribbon is 
ripped and worn (I can't read part of it). The Celluloid button is Very Fine with a little soiling. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 94 - "General Service Company" Shield shaped Pin with "L.P.E." at top "D.A. 92" underneath 
and "167" in the center. There is black inside the letters and around the edge. On the back is "Steiner 
E-B Co. 11 N. 8th St", "St. Louis" Size: 1 3/4" wide by 2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a little of 
the black is worn, mostly in the numbers.         Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200 

$ 50 

 

Lot # 95 - Pin for "Philippine Exposition Commission St. Louis 1904" with an eagle at the top and 
an baked enamel shield in the center in colors red, white and blue. Alone the bottom is "CHG-U.S.A. 
Exhibit". The back has initials etched into it and the maker "Mermod & Jaccard". Size: 11/16" wide 
by 1 1/8" high. Condition: Excellent.    Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200 

$ 50 

 

Lot # 96 - Enameled Fleur-de-lis pin with "St." on the left leaf and "Louis" on the right leaf with 
"04" in the center. The enamel is blue, red, white and yellow. (similar RLH 39-2450) Size: 1 1/8" 
high by 1" wide. Condition: Fine. There is damage to the white enamel in the center and near the 
bottom and in the yellow on the left side.  Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 97 - Celluloid pin back button. "Louisiana Purchase Exposition, St. Louis 1904" around the 
edge with picture of the " Electricity Building" in the center. Colors are red, green, yellow, blue and 
black on white background. (RLH 39-820) Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, a light 
line in the 'T' of exposition and a little, very narrow, edge foxing around the metal rim on the back. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 98 - Celluloid Pin Back with the fair's flag in the center with a woman standing in front 
holding a map that shows the Louisiana Purchase area. The flag is surrounded in gold with 
"Universal Exposition St. Louis 1904" above and "A Deed of the Pen" below. The colors are gold, 
blue, red, white and yellow. (RLH 39-1350) Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Very Fine. The paper 
insert in the back is badly worn.   Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 99 - "Chicago Day" Celluloid button with "Oct. 8-04" and "Saint Louis" at bottom. There is a 
paper insert in the back giving the wearer "Sole Ownership of the Fair..." (RLH 39-380) Size: 2 1/8" 
diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 35 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 100 - Celluloid Pin Back with a diamond shape in the center with "World's Fair Saint Louis" 
written around the inside edge of the diamond. In the center is a 'T' intersecting a 'C' with "04" inside 
them. Size: 7/8" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, light toning. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 101 - Celluloid Button for "California" "World's Fair 1904", with a color picture of the "San 
Francisco" Bay area including "Alameda County", "Oakland", "Berkeley" and more. In small print is 
"Commissioners: Theo. Gier, W.H. Weilbye, Wilber Walker." There is a paper label insert in the 
back (see photo). Colors are blue red, orange, green and black on white background. Made by "F. F. 
Pulver, Rochester" is visible in small letters on the side. (RLH 39-1700) Size: 2 1/16" diameter. 
Condition: Fine, there is a tear in the celluloid covering on the edge at 7 o'clock and a little light 
spotting near the edges.   Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 



 

Lot # 102 - Celluloid Pin Back "Meet me at Rock Island Plow Co's Exhibit at" with a clock face 
around the edge and an hour hand in the center that can be set to the meeting time. (RLH 39-280) 
Size: 1 3/4" diameter. Condition: Fair. The celluloid is heavily cracked and the insert paper in the 
back is missing a piece.    Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 103 - Baked Enamel Shield shaped Pendant. From top to bottom: "St. Louis" surrounded by 
yellow; "LPE" surrounded by white; "1904" surrounded by red. All around the edge is blue with 
stars. Size: 7/8" wide by 1 5/16" high. Condition: Fine, there is a chip in the blue at the top and 
bottom.     Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 104 - Brass Medal with loop at top for hanging. Obverse: Raised letters in baked enamel, a red 
'L', a white 'P' and a blue 'E' made to look like a fleur-de-lis. Around the top is "Louisiana Purchase" 
with "1904" at the bottom. Reverse: Raised image of the Cascades in the center with "World's Fair" 
at top and "St. Louis 1904" at bottom. The edge is reeded. The loop looks like it was added when it 
was made. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, there are a few tiny chips in the enamel 
and one scratch line on the reverse.    Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 105 - Gold Ribbon with "California", "St. Louis 1904" printed on it in black. Size: 1 7/8" wide 
by 5" long. Condition: Very Fine. A 1/2" tear at the top near right corner and a little fraying on both 
right corners. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 106 - "Admission" Ticket to "German Tyrolean Alps Magic Grotto". The price is "10 c." The 
ticket is numbered "36304" on one edge with " P 51" on the other edge. At top is "Louisiana 
Purchase Exposition". Behind the writing is a faded red "51" (I think it's a 1). On the back in light 
blue printing is the name of the printer and an "LPE" decoration with the fair name and other 
writing. Size: 2" wide by 1" high. Condition: Very Fine only because there is a little paper loss on 
the left side.     Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 107 - "5 Cents" ticket to "German Tyrolean Alps", "Magic Grotto". This ticket is "Series S" 
and is numbered "19489". Behind the writing in red are a large "51" (I think it's a 1). On the back in 
black is an "LPE" decoration with the fair name and other writing, along with "5" on either side. 
Size: 2" wide by 1" high. Condition: Excellent.     Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 108 - Ticket to "Dedication Ceremonies." "Louisiana Purchase Exposition Co." "No. 3359". 
This is a "Complimentary Card.", "Not Transferable.", "Exposition Grounds, St. Louis, April 30th, 
May 1st and 2nd 1903." The card was issued to "Hon David Friedman". There are 2 facsimile 
signatures at the bottom. The back is blank. Size: 4 1/4" wide by 2 9/16" high. Condition: Extremely 
Fine, a little soiled and a smudge on the back.      Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 109 - "Complimentary Season Pass" to "Old St. Louis" numbered in blue "135 A" issued to 
"David Friedman" and giving him access "to any part of the Concession." Signed by the manager 
and the President after the previous President's name was crossed out. On the back there are 4 small 
photos along with the "Conditions" printed the middle. Size: 4 3/8" wide by 2 9/16" high. Condition: 
Excellent, minor edge soiling.     Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 110 - Plain envelope that is addressed to "David Friedman", "Ohio State Building", "World's 
Fair Grounds." (no city or state). The cover has the official US 2 cent St. Louis World's Fair 
Commemorative stamp that is cancelled "World's Fair St. Louis" and postmarked "Jul 9", "1904". 
Size: 5 3/4" wide by 4" high. Condition: Very Fine, some wear and soiling and one 1/4" tear at the 
top left.       Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 111 - Folder, "Your Trip to the World's Fair" from "Butler Brothers, World's Fair Information 
Bureau". This folder informs people about the services provided by this group. Size: 3 1/16" wide by 
6" high. Condition: Good. Heavily soiled and stained with a few tears and paper loss on the edge. 
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3 

$ 1 



Category: 1905 Lewis & Clark International Exposition (112 to 114) 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 112 - Leather Bound Note Pad. The cover pictures the fairs flag in blue, white, yellow and red 
with "The Lewis & Clark Centennial 1905 Portland - Oregon" burned in to the right of the flag. 
Inside is an unused pad that has gold gilt on the edges. A few pages were neatly cut out. Size: 5 1/4" 
wide by 2 3/16" high by 5/16" thick. Condition: Extremely Fine, some light spots on the cover and 
slight overall darkening.   Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 113 - Celluloid Pin Back picturing the map of the Northwest US with an oriental woman on 
the left and a Native American on the right with "Oriental Fair and American Fair" written above in 
small letters. There is an upside down horse shoe below with a ship sailing through it with "1805" & 
"1905" at the bottom. This is all printed in blue with a large red overprint of "1905" Around the edge 
is white writing on a red background ""Lewis and Clark Centennial", "Portland Oregon". Made by 
"Regalia Company". Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Excellent.   Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 114 - Aluminum Punch tag. This make it yourself souvenir from the fair has a six pointed star 
cut out in the center with "Portland Fair 1905" in the center of the star. Your message or name is 
printed around the edge. This one has "C R Aldrich Great Bend Kan" punched into it. The reverse is 
blank. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, a little toning.   Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

Category: 1907 Jamestown Exposition (115 to 122) 
Held in Jamestown, Virginia, this World's Fair celebrated the 300th anniversary of the first settlement on North American shores. 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 115 - General Employee Badge "67" with "Jamestown" above, "1607" to the left", "1907" to 
the right and "Tercentennial Exposition" below. (This is the exact badge shown on page 16 of Ira 
Reed's book). Size: 1 5/8" wide by 1 1/8" high. Condition: Excellent with a little toning. 
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75 

$ 25 

 

Lot # 116 - Silver Colored Match Safe. Both sides are heavily decorated. One side pictures 
Pocahontas at top with a hatchet to the left and crown with a cross to the right. Below is the 
Chimney and in the ribbon across the bottom is "Jamestown Exposition" with "1907" just below it. 
On the other side is image of "Benns Church" with "Jamestown Exposition 1907" at the top. Size: 1 
1/2" wide by 2 3/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with a little wear and a couple of dents. 
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75 

$ 25 

 

Lot # 117 - Gray colored Admission Ticket to "Jamestown Tercentennial Exposition", "Hampton 
Roads, Va", Numbered "74390". There is a 'Z' to the left of the number and a '6' to the right. The 
back has "Department of Admissions", and more. Size: 2 5/8" wide by 1 1/2" high. Condition: 
Excellent.   Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 118 - Metal Fob in 5 sections. Obverse: From top to bottom: "1607"; pictures 3 sailing ships; 
pictures "U. S. Battle Ship Virginia"; "1907"; round medal with an aerial view of the fairgrounds 
with the chimney above. "Jamestown" at top and "Exposition" at the bottom. Reverse: From top to 
bottom: "1607" picturing an anvil, a gear and a hatchet; pictures one of the fair's buildings; pictures 
another of the fair's buildings; "1907" with an artist's pallet in the center; round medal with "Ter-
Centennial", "Norfolk, VA.", "April 26 to Dec. 1. 1907" with a decoration around the edge. Size: 1 
3/16" wide by 4 1/2" long. Condition: Very Good. The piece is worn. There is a missing loop 
between the third and fourth sections and the clasp at top is missing.  Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 119 - Shell Pin with pushed out full figure image of Pocahontas with "James" to the left 
"Town" to the right. At bottom is "1607" to the left and "1907" to the right. There are embossed 
corns and hatchets on the edges. (Reed page 29). Size: 1 3/4" wide by 2 3/8" high. Condition: Very 
Fine with heavy toning.   Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 



 

Lot # 120 - Blue Ribbon with Gold writing, top to bottom: "Jamestown Exposition", "Pennsylvania", 
"April 26 1907". The paper label on the back tells us it was Made by Whitehead and Hoag. Size: 1 
9/16" wide by 5 3/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine. Slight wear to a couple of letters and a little 
fringe missing on the bottom right. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 121 - Booklet "Commemorating the Event of the First Permanent English Settlement in 
America 1607 Jamestown Exposition April 26th to Nov. 30th 1907." Picturing a native American on 
the cover. Inside is the title page: "Jamestown Exposition 1907 Hampton Roads Virginia". Booklet 
has a short piece about the Exposition and a more detailed description of the history of the 
Jamestown settlement. Inside the front cover is a fold-out map of the United States, with indications 
of the population centers and their distance from Jamestown. The back cover is marked "W. T. 
Barton & Co., "Norfolk, Virginia". 17 pages. Size: 5 3/8" wide by 7" high. Condition: Very Fine 
with edge creases and tears to the covers. The insides are nice and clean. Inside the back cover 
should be another map that is missing.   Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 122 - Used Multicolor Postcard picturing the "United States Government Pier, Jamestown 
Exposition, 1907." On the back is the fair's logo, "1607 - Jamestown - 1907", the John Smith one 
cent commemorative stamp with the 'Jamestown Celebration" postmark dated "Jun 29" "1907" 
"Norfolk". The description reads: "No. 110. United States Government Pier, Jamestown Exposition 
1907. This grand and beautiful structure by the United States Government, under an appropriation of 
$400,000 for that specific purpose, encloses a water-space in its grand basin of two hundred and 
eighty acres." At the bottom of the front it is marked "American Colortype Co. N.Y.", "Copyright 
1907 by Jamestown A. & V. Co." Size: 5 1/2" by 3 1/2". Condition: Fine. There is pencil on the 
front and slight bending of all corners. There is an address on the back in pencil.   Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$ 1 

Category: 1909 Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition (123 to 132) 
Held in Seattle, Washington. 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 123 - Large Gold Award Medal made in bronze. Obverse: In the center is a seated woman 
holding a plant in one hand and a plaque picturing Washington in the other. Under her foot is a 
cornucopia. To the right are 2 miners, one is holding a pick and the other an axe. To the left is a 
Native American in a canoe with a steam ship above and a sun rise at the horizon. Around the edge 
is "Alaska - Yukon - Pacific - Exposition." And "1909 - Seattle - 1909". Reverse: Flowers all around 
the edge with a plaque (not filled in) in the center with "Gold Medal" written above. Size: 3" 
diameter by 3/16"thick. Condition: Would be Excellent if it did not have a small rim ding at 9 
o'clock.    Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200 

$ 50 

 

Lot # 124 - 2 piece Badge with a surprise. The badge is mostly a silver colored metal with 
"Souvenir" on the top bar. Below is a 3 dimensional pan that has the 3 woman logo with a shovel 
sticking out below it. Around the edge is "Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition" and "1909". The logo 
front of the pan opens up and inside on a spring pops out a brass image of the head of "Chief 
Seattle". Size: 1 5/8" wide by 2 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, it is heavily tarnished. 
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50 

$ 17 

 

Lot # 125 - Copper Medal. Obverse: Around the edge is "Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition". In the 
center is the Exposition logo of the 3 woman holding vehicles in their hands. Below the woman is 
the bust of "W. H. Seward". Reverse: Pictures "The Seal of the City of Seattle 1909" in the center. 
Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, a little wear and some tiny spots. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 126 - Bronze Medal "Spokane Day" with a picture of the Spokane County Building in the 
center. Under the building is "A. Y. P. E." with "June 25-1909" at the bottom. The reverse has a map 
of the Spokane area with "All Roads Lead to Spokane" at the top and "The Power City" at the 
bottom. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with wear and a couple of rim dings. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 



 

Lot # 127 - Silver Nickel Match Safe with a shield on the top. The center of the shield has a raised 
image of the 3 woman logo with "Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition" written around above and 
"Seattle 1909" below. Inside is a little holder for a matchbook. The hinge is at the top, so that the 
bottom and the top spread apart when open. The finish on the outside is uneven diagonal stripes that 
must be original since they run behind the shield on the front. Size: 1 5/8" wide by 2 1/8" high. 
Condition: Extremely Fine, a little wear and some age darkening of the shield.  Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20 

 

Lot # 128 - Baked Enamel Pin Back picturing the logo of the 3 woman in the center with "Alaska-
Yukon-Pacific Exposition" and "Seattle 1909" around the edge. The colors are blue, green, gold, 
brown and white. The back is marked "Imp. Nov. & Mfg. Co. New York U.S.A." Size: 1 1/2" 
diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, some light cracks.   Estimate: $ 60 - $ 90 

$ 30 

 

Lot # 129 - Gold Silk Ribbon for "San Francisco Day" with "A=Y=P" at the top and "Seattle 
September 4th 1909" at the bottom. Size: 1 5/8" wide by 6" high. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 130 - White Silk Ribbon with "San Diego California" at the top, then an orange flower with a 
green stem followed by "The Naples of America" and "A. Y. P. Exposition Seattle-1909" at the 
bottom. Size: 1 9/16" wide by 5 3/8" high. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 131 - Pot Medal Tray with the raised image of the 3 woman logo in the center and 5 buildings 
around the edge. Below the logo is "Alaska-Yukon-Pacific-Exposition". The buildings are clockwise 
from the top: "Washington Building.", "Agriculture Building", "Auditorium", "Machinery Hall." and 
"Fine Arts Building." Around the edges and next to the logo are flowers. Size: 5 3/8" wide by 3 
15/16" high. Condition: Fine, the images are worn.   Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 132 - Unused Postcard "No. X44 Vista from Steps of the Agricultural Building." In the upper 
right corner is the circular logo of the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition. On the bottom is "Official 
Post Card". This is a multicolor lithographed postcard. On the back is "Portland Post Card Co., 
Seattle, Wn., and Portland, Ore." Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, slight 
damage to corners and cut narrow at top and bottom as made.    Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

Category: 1909 Hudson Fulton Celebration (133 to 133) 
Commemorating the 300th anniversary of the discovery of the Hudson River by Henry Hudson and the 100th anniversary of the first 
successful application of steam navigation upon that river by Robert Fulton, the Hudson-Fulton Celebration occurred during 1909 all 

along the Hudson River. 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 133 - Chocolate Badge with "Souvenir" and die cut boat on top bar. Connecting the bar and 
the cross at the bottom is a Yellow, white and blue ribbon. The bottom has a chocolate cross with 
gold colored medal in the center. On the crosses are written "1909", Sept. 25", "Oct. 2", "1909". 
Around the golden center is "Hudson-Fulton Celebration New York". In the center is a gold colored 
medal with the 2 ships pictured on it. On the back on the gold colored medal is the Lord's Prayer in 
tiny writing. The maker name "Schwaabs & S. Co. Milwaukee" is also on the back in tiny print. 
Size: 4 1/8" high by 1 5/8" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine, the ribbon is a little soiled. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40 

$ 12 



Category: 1910 Exposition Internationale Bruxelles (134 to 134) 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 134 - Large Bronze Medal. Obverse: Pictures a man on horseback blowing a bugle. Around 
the edge is "Royaume de Belgique Exposition Universelle de Bruxelles 1910." (Kingdom of 
Belgium, Brussels World's Fair 1910.) At the bottom is "Cie Gle de Conduites d'Eau Liege" (Liege 
Water Line Company.) Reverse: A man carrying a large vase ascending the stairs to a woman 
wearing a crown and holding a crown out to place on the man's head. The background shows they 
are standing in an outdoor area with arches and a skyline of buildings in the back. Size: 2 3/4" 
diameter by 1/8" thick. Condition: Excellent with overall toning.   Estimate: $ 60 - $ 90 

$ 30 

Category: 1915 San Francisco's Panama-Pacific International Exposition (135 to 154) 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 135 - Pocket Watch. On the face is written very lightly "Official Souvenir" and has a second 
hand dial at the bottom. Also, next to the hour numbers in small writing in gold is the minutes in 5 
minute increments. Marked "Made in U.S.A." at the bottom. The reverse is a raised image of the 
PPIE logo with Pacifica standing on the globe and "Panama Pacific International Exposition", "San 
Francisco" written around the logo. Size: 1 1/2" wide by 2 1/8" high including winder. Condition: 
Extremely Fine with tarnish. The watch does not work.   Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150 

$ 50 

 

Lot # 136 - Silver Colored Letter Opener with the a raised logo at the end with a purple Novagem at 
the bottom of the logo. The logo has the woman in the center with "Panama-Pacific International 
Exposition", "San Francisco 1915" around the edge. There are raised flowers around the logo. On 
the back is stamped "Bastian Bros & Co. Rochester, N.Y." Size: 7/8" wide by 7 7/8" long. 
Condition: Extremely Fine with light surface scratches and a little tarnish.    Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 137 - Multicolor Panorama view of the "Night Illumination - Panama-Pacific International 
Exposition - San Francisco, California - 1915". Picturing the expanse of the fairgrounds from the 
Palace of Fine Arts on the left, past the Tower of Jewels to Festival Hall on the right with spot lights 
shining throughout the picture. It comes in a wood frame painted gold. Size: 27 1/2" wide by 7" 
high. Condition: Excellent.     Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75 

$ 25 

 

Lot # 138 - Sterling Silver Spoon. In the bowl is an aerial image of the fairgrounds overlooking the 
"Golden Gate" with the sun rising in the background. Below the picture is "Panama Exposition 
1915". At the end of the handle is "1915" cut out. On the back of the handle is the maker's mark and 
"Sterling". Size: 1 1/16" wide by 5 9/16" long. Condition: Extremely Fine.    Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 139 - Menu from a "Luncheon in the honor of The Honorable Judson Harmon, Governor of 
Ohio and the members of the Ohio State Commission" with the logo of the "Panama-Pacific 
International Exposition" at the top. The logo and all the printing are in gold. Size: 4 7/16" wide by 6 
15/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight soiling and a little paper residue on the back. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 140 - Brass Fob with a cut out center showing a ship passing through the canal with 
"Completion of the Panama Canal 1915" written underneath. Around the edge is "Panama Pacific 
International Exposition", "San Francisco". On the back is the maker's name "Robbin & Co 
Attleboro Mass". Size: 1 1/2" wide by 1 1/2" high. Condition" Extremely Fine, some black spots at 2 
o'clock.   Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 141 - Brass Medal. Obverse: In the center is pictured, as written around the edge the "Seal of 
the Canal Zone Isthmus of Panama". Reverse: Around the edge is written "Panama Pacific 
International Exposition", "San Francisco 1915". In the center is written "Souvenir of Cocoabolo 
wood used as Railroad Tie. Across the isthmus of Panama since 1849". Size: 1" diameter. Condition: 
Extremely Fine, some light toning spots on the obverse.  Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50 

$ 17 

 

Lot # 142 - Bronze Medal, H&K 406. Obverse: Pictures "Louisiana Building" in center with 
"Panama-Pacific International Exposition" above and "San Francisco 1915" below. Reverse: Center 
is a variation of the State seal with a castle style building in the center and a bird feeding its 3 chicks 
at the bottom. Around the edge is "For Louisiana Exposition Fund" at top and "Union - Justice - 
Confidence" below. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with some tiny spots and 
toning.  Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 



 

Lot # 143 - Bronze Medal (H&K 411). Obverse: Image of the "Oregon State Building" in the center 
with "Panama Pacific International Exposition", "San Francisco 1915" around the edge. Reverse: 
Around the edge "State of Oregon", "1859". In the center is a shield shape with an eagle on top and 
inside the shield is a covered wagon, a sun rise, mountains, boats, wheat, a plow and a ribbon with 
"The Union" written on it. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Fine, some light rim dings and overall 
toning and dark spots.   Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 144 - "Lucky Penny" with bust of an Indian in the center and "1915" at the bottom. The 
reverse pictures a growling bear with "Souvenir of Panama-Pacific & Panama-California 
Expositions" above the bear and "1915" below. In little letters at the bottom rim is "E A Casparv I A 
Cal". This is probably made out of copper. Size: 2 1/16" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, a 
little surface wear and light toning.  Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 145 - Badge with brass shell at top that pictures the Tower of Jewels with "San Francisco" 
below. Hanging from it is a ribbon in red, white and blue. At the bottom is a celluloid button with a 
building in the middle with "N. S. G. W.", "N.D.G.W.", "Pioneers" written below and the US and 
California flags to the right. Around the edge is "Admission Day * P. P. I. E. * September 9, 1915". 
At bottom is "Admit One until 1 P.M." and the facsimile of the Presidents signature. Size: 2 3/16" 
wide by 5 3/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine. There is a small spot in the word "September and 
the white central portion of the ribbon is thinning and worn. 
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75 

$ 25 

 

Lot # 146 - Celluloid Button, printed in black pictures the Danish Pavilion with "Danmarks Dag" 
(Denmark Day) above and "P.P.I.E.-5 Juni 1915". Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: The picture is 
Extremely Fine but there is a little rust on the metal rim in the back and some foxing on the celluloid 
edges in the back. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 147 - Celluloid Pin Back button with "Meet Me at the Fair, 1915, San Francisco". At the top is 
a color portrait of a young woman. At the bottom are two bears dancing with each other. Yellow, 
blue, red, black and pink. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Excellent, but slightly off center. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 148 - Shield Shaped Silver Colored Metal Pin Back with "Panama Fair or Bust" with "1915" in 
the raised field in the center. Size: 1" wide by 1 1/8" high. Pin extends down an extra 1/2". 
Condition: Very Fine, has heavy tarnish. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 149 - Ticket :Union Pacific System", "Yellowstone National Park", "Panama-Pacific 
International Exposition", "1915", "Admit", then typed in "Mr. Franklin K. Morse & Ladies". The 
ticket is "No. X 0047" and is signed by the general manager. In the upper left corner "PRESS" is 
typed on the card. Size: 4 1/8" wide by 2 9/16" high. Condition: Very Fine with paper residue on the 
back.   Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 150 - Booklet, "Advance Information as to the Panama-Pacific Universal Exposition San 
Francisco 1915" picturing the Triumphal Arch in the Court of the Universe on the cover along with 
"1915" around the edge in the border. Inside are 24 pages of black and white pictures along with 
"Popular Information". Size: 6 1/8" wide by 9 1/8" high. Condition: Excellent, with the slightest 
wear corner wear. There is a blue received in the mail stamp near the upper left corner of the cover.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 151 - Multicolor Advertising Booklet from "The Walter M. Lowney Company" makers of 
Chocolate. The cover pictures a family driving by the Tower of Jewels with "Souvenir of the 
Panama Pacific Exposition San Francisco 1915" at the top. Inside are 10 pages of sepia pictures of 
the car driving by different buildings on the fairgrounds, on their way to "Lowney Land". The back 
cover has a map of the fairgrounds. Size: 6 1/4" wide by 4 1/4" high. Condition: Very Fine, it is 
soiled.    Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 



 

Lot # 152 - Booklet with light blue cover, the title written in raised gold letter "Snap Shots of Scenes 
at the Panama-Pacific Exposition 1915", along with a picture of the Tower of Jewels and "115 Late 
Views". Inside are 64 pages, most with full page pictures of buildings and the grounds with captions. 
The centerfold has 2 "Panoramic Views of the Panama-Pacific Exposition by Day and by Night." 
"Copyrighted 1915 by B.E. Amos". Size: 6 1/8" wide by 4 5/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, 
one corner bend and small spot on the cover.     Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 153 - Broadside printed in black and white promoting the "Panama-Pacific International 
Exposition" with a picture of the fairgrounds at the top and a map of the fairgrounds with a legend 
on the bottom half. On the left is "Candrian Map & Guide Co.", the creators of this broadside and no 
doubt advertising their fair guide. Size: 22" wide by 16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine since there 
are 3 or 4 tiny tears on the ends of the folds, otherwise nice and clean.    Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 154 - Unused double wide Post Card with Multicolor "Panorama Main Exhibit Palaces - Pan. 
Pac. Int. Expo. - San Francisco" showing an aerial view of the fairgrounds. On the back in small 
writing is "Manufactured by Pacific Novelty Co. of San Francisco". Size: 11 3/8" wide by 3 13/16" 
high. Condition: Very Fine, creases on both ends. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 1 

Category: 1915 San Diego's Panama-California Exposition (155 to 155) 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 155 - Threader. Silver colored metal threader with a tapered end and two claw cut outs on the 
left side. Engraved with "Singer Souvenir Panama Exposition 1915" on both sides. Size: 3" long by 
1/4" wide. Condition: Very Fine, a spot of rust over the "EX" on one side and over part of the 'X' on 
the other side.    Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

Category: 1926 Sesquicentennial (156 to 160) 
Held in Philadelphia to commemorate the 150th anniversary of the Declaration on Independence. 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 156 - Compact made of shiny chrome and has 8 sides. The top has a brass Medal with a raised 
image of Washington with "Philadelphia 1926" written below. Around the edge of the medal is 
"Sesquicentennial International Exposition". Inside has an original powder puff with red powder and 
a mirror that folds out. Size: 2" by 2". Condition: Extremely Fine, a few light scratches in the 
surface. There is loose powder and rouge inside.    Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 157 - Single Cast Iron Bookend in the shape of the Liberty Bell. The top support beam is 
detailed, in metal, the wood grain and facets for the bell attachments to the beam and the body of the 
bell is etched with ridges on the top and bottom. Written within the top ridges "The Old Liberty 
Bell" with "Sesqui 1926 Centennial" on the side. The back is open. On the back in raised letters is 
"Susquehanna Casting Co. Wrightsville PA USA". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 2 1/2" deep by 6 1/4" tall. 
Condition: Extremely Fine.   Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 158 - Keystone Shaped Bronze Medal with a raised image of the Liberty Bell in the center 
with "Sesqui Centennial" above, "Philadelphia" below, "1776" to the left and "1926" to the right. 
Size: 1 1/2" wide by 1 9/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with wear to the finish and some 
toning.     Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 159 - Bronze Medal. Obverse: Pictures George Washington crossing the Delaware River at 
top, "New Jersey" in the center and "1776" the state seal and "1926" at the bottom. Reverse: At top 
is a picture of the "Colonial Barracks at Trenton" (this is the New Jersey Building at the Sesqui-
Centennial) with "Commemorating the Signing of the Declaration of Independence at Philadelphia". 
Size: 1 3/16" diameter. Condition: Fine, wear to the obverse and toning.    Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 160 - Brass Ashtray with raised image of the "Liberty Bell" in the center with "1776" to the 
left and "1926" to the right. Around the edge in raised letters is "150 Years" "of the" "American" 
"Independence". Size: 3 1/8" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, however, there is a little solder 
residue on the back at 3 and 9 o'clock that indicates this may have been connected to something else 
at one time.    Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 



Category: 1933-34 Chicago World's Fair (161 to 193) 
Also known as a Century of Progress to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the founding of the city of Chicago. 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 161 - Toy, "Around the World's Fair on Greyhound Buses". On the box is pictured the 
Greyhound bus in front of the Transportation Building. One side of the box is marked "The 
Mystical, Magical Toy" "Memories of the World's Fair". The other side of the box is marked "Try 
One - Buy One - Take One Home" "Amuses Father and Mother Pleases Sister and Brother". Inside 
is round green metal box with a cardboard top. The top has pictures of fair buildings all around the 
edge. In the center is "Around the World's Fair on Greyhound Lines Buses". In the center is a knob 
that when spun moves what I believe is a magnet around underneath. I always believed from the day 
I bought it that there was probably a small bus that would move around the pictures when the knob 
was spun. If there was a tiny bus, it was lost long ago. This is the only one of these I have ever seen. 
(Maybe one of you has one and can describe the missing bus to me.) Size: Toy is 3 3/4" diameter by 
1" to the top of the knob. The box is 3 3/4" square by 1 1/4" thick. Condition: The toy is Very Fine, a 
little faded and a little soiled. The cardboard top is a little high on one edge and a little low on 
another. The box is missing 2 end flaps, has creases on the sides and is a little age toned, so I would 
say it is Very Good.    Estimate: $ 60 - $ 100 

$ 30 

 

Lot # 162 - Pocket Watch in the original box. The box pictures Fort Dearborn with "Chicago 
World's Fair" and "1833-1933" printed on the top . The watch face pictures Fort Dearborn and has 
"The New Haven Watch Co. USA" written at the bottom. There is a separate second dial. Around 
the face on the metal glass holder in raised letters is "Chicago World's Fair" and "1833-1933". The 
back of the watch is etched with Fort Dearborn below the Chicago skyline. Around the edge is 
etched "Chicago World's Fair" and "1833 - 1933". Also included are the instruction sheet and the 
inspectors sheet. Size: Watch is 2" diameter. The box is 2" by 2 1/4". Condition: Good. The watch 
does not work. There are spots on the face. The hands look a little rusted. The Box is Very Fine. 
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 163 - Sterling Silver Napkin Ring. With a flat bottom and a curved top, on the top is the Star 
of Arcturus logo with "1934" above and "A Century of Progress Chicago" below. The edges of the 
napkin ring have deco line design. Inside it is stamped with a diamond shaped maker's mark, 
"Sterling" and "799" (probably a design number). Size: 2 1/2" wide by 1/2" with a 7/8" opening from 
bottom to top. Condition: Extremely Fine with a couple of dents on the bottom. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 164 - Employee's Badge with "A Century of Progress" around the top, the Star of Arcturus 
logo with "1933" in the sky, "International Exposition Chicago 1933" below with the number "2654" 
at the bottom. The badge is a silver color and the background is painted in orange enamel. Size: 2 
1/8" high by 1 9/16" wide. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 90 

$ 30 

 

Lot # 165 - Bronze Pendant. Obverse pictures a pilot, that I believe is Balboa. Reverse: Pictures a 
sea plane flying over water with "Chicago World's Fair 1933" written around the upper edge. Loop 
at top is original. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Excellent with overall toning. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 166 - Official World's Fair Medal. Obverse: Image of a Man in the center with "Industry" to 
the right and "Research" to the left. Below is "1833" & "1933". Reverse: Aerial view of fairgrounds 
and around the edge "1933 A Century of Progress International Exposition Chicago". (H&K 463) 
Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Excellent with overall toning.   Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 167 - Pair of Plaster Portraits, each with "1933 World's Fair" "Chicago 1934" incised into the 
border around the portrait. One is a man and the other is a woman. There is beautiful detail on the 
face (check out the eye lashes) and the painting is excellent. There is a ring on the back of each for 
hanging. Size: Each is 2 5/8" wide by 4 3/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a couple of small 
chips on the back of the woman that are not visible from the front. A little green paint flaked off the 
man's coat.    Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50 

$ 18 



 

Lot # 168 - Health Card from "A Century of Progress - 1934, Public Protection Division Health and 
Hospital Section" issued to Roger van Haecke (I think, hand writing is a little hard to read). This 
card indicates that the holder is in compliance with the vaccination requirement to work at the fair. 
The left side has perforations that indicate that the other half was either left at the health center or 
given to the exhibit management. The card is also signed by the patient and the physician. Size: 4 
1/8" wide by 2 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine. A fold in the center and a little wear on edges and 
corners.    Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 169 - "Kiwanis Guest Identification Card" with "Century of Progress" written in small letters 
below. Issued to "C. P. Hammerstein" and signed by the Kiwanis "President" "Harry N. Fowler". 
The "Chicago Kiwanis Hall of Welcome" was located in the "New Lexington Hotel" on "Michigan 
Ave." At the bottom inscribed "extend Chicago's hospitality and courtesy to all our visitors during 'A 
Century of Progress' and forevermore." Size: 4 5/8" wide by 2 15/16" high. Condition: Fine. Some 
light stains and rough edges with a little paper loss top and bottom.   Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 170 - Wooden Plaque with a multicolor picture titled (as noted on the back) "Algerian 
Fisherman" by "D. Sherria" picturing a boat on the water with a domed building with a tower behind 
it. At the bottom is a decal "19 Century of Progress 33". There is a loop at to for hanging on the wall. 
Size: 4 11/16" wide by 3 1/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, the decal is missing the top half of 
the 3 letters 'ent'. The image is Excellent.   Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 171 - Complete Deck of 54 playing cards with Star of Arcturus logo in white and purple on a 
black background on the back of each card. The deck includes a Joker and a "Western Playing 
Company" advertising card. On the reverse of each card is a different black & white scene of the 
Fair. In the original box with the Star of Arcturus logo in the same coloring as on the cards. "World's 
Fair Souvenir Playing Cards" on top of the box. There is also a 55th card with rules of Contract 
Bridge written on both sides. Size: 2 1/2" wide by 3 3/4" high by 7/8" thick. Condition: Cards are 
Excellent. Box is Extremely Fine.    Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 172 - Metal Pipe or Spoon Rest. Painted in blue, there are radiating lines in the lower section 
that is in the front. The flat portion in the back has a raised Star of Arcturus comet logo in the center 
with "1933" above and "A Century of Progress" below. Size: 2 3/8" wide by 5 1/4" deep by 11/16" 
tall. Condition: Fine. A little paint loss and a little discoloring of the logo area. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 173 - Silver Colored Compact with a celluloid black and white picture on the cover of "Black 
Forest Village" "Chicago Worlds Fair 1934". The inside has a section for powder and for rouge. The 
bottom has a pattern of cross hatched lines. The initials "A. W. S." are etched into the top left. Size: 
2 1/16" x 1 3/4". Condition: Would be Extremely Fine if the initials were not in the celluloid. Also 
the powder puff is missing.    Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 174 - Stanhope picturing "Replica of Old Fort Dearborn", "A Century of Progress", "1833 
Chicago 1933". The stanhope is a monocular made of bone. Size: 5/16" diameter by 15/16" long. 
Condition: Excellent.        Estimate: $ 20 - $ 35 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 175 - Sterling Silver Ring with the "Star of Arcturus" logo in a square design at the center with 
"Chicago" written to the left. Above is "A Century" and below "of Progress". Engraved on the left 
side is "1833" and on the right "1933." The band of the ring is adjustable. On the back of the face is 
"Robbins Co Attleboro Mass Sterling". Size: The face is 3/8" wide by 9/16" high. The opening is 
13/16" diameter. Condition: Fine, some dings on the edges of the face.   Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 176 - Adjustable Metal Ring with the Star of Arcturus logo with "1933" above and "A Century 
of Progress Chicago" below. On the sides are a nice deco design. There is blue paint behind the logo 
and writing. Size: front is 1/2" high. The opening is 7/8" diameter (but can be adjusted). Condition: 
Excellent with a little tarnish on the band. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 177 - Elongated Cent with "The Avenue of Flags" embossed on it with "World's Fair Chicago 
1934" around the bottom. The back shows the image of a 1919 Lincoln cent. Size: 1 7/16" wide by 
13/16" high. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 178 - Elongated Cent with image of "Egyptian Pavilion" with "World's Fair Chicago" across 
the top and "1933" surrounding the building. The back is a 1914 Lincoln cent. Size: 1 7/16" wide by 
13/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with age toning and a black line on the left. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 



 

Lot # 179 - Brass bookmark with cut out at top to slip over page to mark the place in the book. At 
the top is the Star of Arcturus logo with "1933" and "Chicago's World Fair" above the logo. In the 
center is the image of the Fort Dearborn "1833" and "A Century of Progress" printed beneath it with 
a deco design at the pointed base. Size: 4 1/ 2" long by 1 1/16" wide. Condition: Very Fine, there is 
some spotting at the top left and on the back. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 180 - Brass Letter Opener with pressed design at the top. The end has the Skyride towers. 
Below is the Star of Arcturus logo with "1933 Chicago" above and "Souvenir A Century of 
Progress" below. Just below that is the "Federal Building". Size: 1 1/16" wide by 8 5/8" long. 
Condition: Extremely Fine.     Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 181 - Copper Letter Opener with green oval Bakelite or plastic plate riveted to front and back 
of the handle end. On the front plate is engraved the Star of Arcturus logo with "1933" above and 
"Chicago" below. To the left is "A Century" and to the right "of Progress". The reverse side is blank. 
The green plates are a swirly green with areas that show the brass behind (that is part of the design). 
Size: 1 1/*' wide by 8 3/4" long. Condition: Very Fine, there are some spots on the opener. The 
green parts are excellent.     Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 182 - Badge or button with 2 hanging ribbons, one white and one red. The button printed in 
red and white reads "Polish Medical & Dental Ass'n of America" on the top half and "Century of 
Progress Convention Chicago July 17-18-19, 1933" on the bottom half. The delegate was probably 
supposed to put his or her name in the center area.  
Size: Button is 1 3/4" diameter. Overall length is 3 1/2".  
Condition: Excellent.     Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 183 - Plastic or Bakelite Pin Back with a raised silver color image of the Hall of Science. 
Above is "Century of Progress" and below "Chicago 1934".  
Size: 1" wide by 1 3/8" high.  
Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 184 - Tin Lithographed Pin Back with "I'm from Chicago visitor a Century of Progress" 
written in black white and orange. Made by "Green Duck" (marked on back). Size: 1 1/8" diameter. 
Condition: Very Fine. A few light scratches and something is stuck over the 'V' in 'Visitor'. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 185 - Blue enamel lapel pin on the original card. Silver colored pin with blue baked enamel 
around the Star of Arcturus logo with "1933" above and "Chicago" below. The blue writing on the 
card reads "A Century of Progress" at the top and "Chicago 1933" at the bottom. Size: Pin is 11/16" 
wide by 3/8" high. Card is 1 3/8" wide by 1 5/8" high. Condition: Excellent with an horizontal crease 
in the center of the card.              Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 186 - Silver colored metal Tie Clip with raised Star of Arcturus in the center. Around the edge 
is "A Century of Progress", and "1833 1933". Size: 2 1/2" long by 1/2" diameter disk . Condition: 
Very Good. There used to be black paint in the background but it is almost all gone. The image and 
lettering is Very Fine with a little wear.       Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 187 - Brass Medal. Obverse: Pictures in the center the outline of "Florida" with "Year Round 
Play Ground of the Nation". Around the edge is "A Century of Progress", "1933". Reverse: Pictures 
oranges at the top with "Florida where Summer spends the Winter". Size: 1 3/16" diameter. 
Condition: Extremely Fine, a little wear to the surface.    Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 188 - Bronze Tag with "American Legion" logo in center, "15th Annual Convention" at top 
and "A Century of Progress" below the hole and "1833 Chicago 1933" at bottom. The background is 
blue enamel paint. The back is blank. The hole is original. Size: 1" diameter. Condition: Extremely 
Fine with toning.     Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 



 

Lot # 189 - Single Sided Bakelite Disk with "Bakelite" written in the center and "A Century of 
Progress", "1833 - 1933" written around the center. Size: 1" diameter by 1/8" thick. Condition: 
Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 25 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 190 - Round Enamel Ashtray. The edge is yellow and the center is black with yellow writing. 
There is an outline of the Transportation Building with "1933" below. To the right is "A Century of 
Progress" and below is "from Alt." On the bottom is a felt piece with triangle in the center "Genuine 
Porcelain Enamel" and around the outside "A Century of Progress", "Porcelain Enamel Institute 
Chicago". Size: 5 1/2" diameter. Condition: Excellent.   Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 191 - Chrysler Motors Copper ashtray in the original box. Both the ashtray and the box picture 
the Chrysler Motors building and have "A Century of Progress Chicago 1933" above the building 
and "Plymouth Dodge DeSoto Chrysler" below the building. The four sides of the box also list the 4 
car brands. The words "Chrysler" and "Motors" are written on the top of the building. Size: Box is 3 
1/8" square. The ashtray is 3 1/16" square. Condition: The ashtray is Excellent with overall age 
toning. The box does have a tear 1 1/4" long on the mailer side and 2 tears in one of the flaps. One 
little edge flap is missing.           Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 192 - Booklet, "What's the Answer" with "Souvenir of the Century of Progress Exposition" on 
the red, pink and black cover. Given out by "The World Book Encyclopedia" this 16 page booklet 
has questions and answers explaining that the World Book is the place to get this information. It also 
mentions that their exhibit is in the "General Exhibits Building" and the "Hall of Science". 
Size: 3 7/8" wide by 6 3/4" high.      
Condition: Extremely Fine, a little wear to the spine.  Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 193 - "Progress", the 4 page newsletter about "A Century of Progress". This issue is "Volume 
4", "Number 7", dated "April 1, 1934". It contains several stories including "Hanovia Shows Ultra 
Violet Ray", "Westinghouse will again Exhibit", "Sales of Tickets tops Million Mark" and much 
more. Size: 8 1/2" wide by 11" high. Condition: Very Good. There is a red mark across the front 
page and 1" tears in all the folds.     Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8 

$ 2 

Category: 1935 California Pacific International Exposition (194 to 196) 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 194 - Thin Copper Card in the original envelope and an information card. The Copper card is 
polished on one side and is painted with Covered wagons and cactus. Above is "Covered Wagons in 
the Days of '49" To the right is "California Pacific International Exposition", "San Diego 
California". The accompanying card gives some information about the copper sheet and that it was 
"Published by Howard A. Reynolds". The envelope is unmarked. Size: 7 1/2" by 3 7/8" high. 
Condition: Extremely Fine. The pictures and writing are bright but the card has a couple of light 
creases, it is really thin. The envelope and card have very minor wear.    Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 195 - Tapered Clear Drinking Glass with a black circular decoration on the side. In the center 
is the Tower of Balboa with "San Diego" below. Around the edge is "California Pacific International 
Exposition" with "1935" at the bottom. Size: 2 5/8" diameter at top by 4 1/2" tall. Condition: 
Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 196 - Brass Medal. Obverse: Center pictures a view of the fairgrounds showing several 
buildings with "San Diego" written underneath and light rays shooting out behind the buildings. 
Around the edge is "California - Pacific - International - Exposition". Reverse: In the center is the 
"Eureka" seal of the state of California including the woman with the spear, a bear, a miner and 
more. Around the edge is "State of California" and "Souvenir". Size: 15/16" diameter. Condition: 
Extremely Fine, light age toning.      Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 



Category: 1936 Great Lakes International Exposition (197 to 200) 
Held in Cleveland Ohio to Celebrate the 100th Anniversary of Cleveland. 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 197 - Elongated Cent, "Great Lakes Exposition" and "Cleveland 1937" written above and 
below the picture that I believe is the Automotive Building. The back is blank. Size: 1 9/16" wide by 
3/4" high. Condition: Very Fine, some toning and a black line on the left side. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 198 - Used Envelope with the "Great Lakes Exposition 1937" logo on the left and the "1937 
Great Lakes Exposition preprinted 2 cent postage and cancellation. The envelope was mailed to the 
"Grand Chief Engineer" of the "Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers". Size: 9 3/8" wide by 4 1/8" 
high. Condition: Fine. The envelope was torn open, but the flap has been glued closed. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 199 - Unused Multicolor Postcard of "A General View of the Ohio Bell Telephone Company 
Exhibit", "Great Lakes Exposition, Cleveland, O." (as marked on back) picturing their circular 
counter with phone booths on each side at the front. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: 
Extremely Fine with slight damage lower right corner. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 200 - Unused Black and White Postcard of "21. Scene in Streets of the World", "Great lakes 
Exposition, Cleveland, Ohio, 1937" written across the top. Published by "Ben Wheatman's News 
Co." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine. Minor wear to corners and a few tiny 
brown spots on theback. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

Category: 1936 & 1937 Texas Centennial (201 to 202) 
Held in Dallas 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 201 - "Cashier' Pin number "5133" with a seal of the "Texas Centennial Exposition", "1836", 
"1936" picturing a star with radiating lines over some flowery image at the bottom. Outside the seal 
it is colored blue. There is a screw attachment on the back. Size: 1 1/4" wide by 2" high. Condition: 
Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125 

$ 35 

 

Lot # 202 - Round Multicolor Lithographed Tin with a picture of the United States Government 
Building with "Texas Centennial Exposition, 1936 - Dallas, Texas" written under the building. There 
is a silhouette of 2 cowboys on horseback with cactus underneath. The edge of the top is marked 
"Mrs. Sothern - Home Made Sweets - New York". Size: 10 1/8" diameter by 2 1/16" tall. Condition: 
Fine, several small scratches on the lid. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 35 

$ 10 

Category: 1937 Paris Exposition Internationale (203 to 203) 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 203 - Booklet, "SPORTS", "Exposition - Internationale", "Paris Mai Novembre" picturing the 
discus thrower on the cover. Inside lists all the sporting events that are to be held including the 
location, the dates, the participating countries (sometimes when they knew, but for a 'Championship' 
match they wouldn't know when this was published). It covers all sports including basketball, Ping-
Pong, rugby, tennis, boxing, auto racing and too much for me to list here. The booklet is 12 pages. 
The back cover has a map of Paris with many event locations indicated along with transportation 
information (bus and subway stops). The cover has a rainbow coloring at the bottom and the inside 
is black and white. Size: 8 5/8" wide by 9" high. Condition: Extremely Fine. There is a vertical fold 
down the center that divides the inside pages (probably original) and the paper has browned a little 
with a little damage to the edge of the back page.    Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40 

$ 12 



Category: 1939-1940 New York World's Fair (204 to 267) 
With the theme of 'World of Tomorrow', this fair was the first World's Fair to look into the future instead of just displaying man's 

achievements up to the current time. 
A VHS Tape, narrated by Jason Robards, is listed in the Modern Reference Section. 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 204 - Small Lenox Cigarette or Toothpick Holder in salmon color china with embossed white 
Trylon and Perisphere on one side and eagle on the other side. The bottom is marked "Officially 
Approved N.Y.W.F. Inc. Lic.", "1789", "1939", "Lenox made in U.S.A. Designed in Honor of New 
York World's Fair Ovington's New York" Size: 2 1/2" diameter by 2 3/4" tall. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150 

$ 40 

 

Lot # 205 - Toy and Book, "Seeing the New York World's Fair", "A Magic World for Boys and 
Girls", "by Elsie - Jean". This hard bound book was a toy in the sense that inside are building 
outlines that you pop out of the page and then after you cut the color picture of that particular 
building from the inside part of the book's cover jacket, you glue the picture onto the cut out. As 
described on the cover "Cut, Paste and set up your own World's Fair". The book also has a 61 page 
story of Patsy and Peter's trip to the fair. The book is filled with illustrations by Raymond Bishop. 
Size: 8 1/2" wide by 11" high. Condition: The Inside of the book is Excellent with the pop out 
buildings not removed. The cover of the book is Very Fine with wear or discoloring to the edges. 
The book cover is Very Good with tears and missing paper on the edges, but the pictures of the 
buildings that are to be cut out are complete and undamaged.     Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80 

$ 30 

 

Lot # 206 - Mailer Package of "Stereovues of New York World's Fair in 3 Dimensions". The 
package contains "15 Stereovues and a pair of stereovue glasses". The cover pictures the Trylon and 
Perisphere with lots of little buildings in the background. The other side is the mailer with "World's 
Fair Greetings!" written above where you put the name and address. Inside are 6 double sided cards 
containing the 15 stereo pictures and a pair of viewing glasses. Size: 3 3/4" wide by 5 5/8" high. 
Condition: Extremely Fine. The cards are clean. The package is a little soiled. The viewing glasses 
have some damage to the red filter, but it does not distract from the images when viewed. 
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 207 - "Renting Plan", "Hall of Pharmacy", "New York Worlds Fair 1939" showing the outline 
of the building and the location and size of each area (exhibit booth) that is available to rent. Also 
the bathrooms, soda fountain, revolving stage and other areas are also clearly marked. The map is 
dated "Apr 18, '39" and was produced by "Show Globe Inc.", "630 - 5th Ave - N.Y.C." (that location 
is in Rockefeller Center). Size: 15" wide by 11" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with some minor 
tears on the edges.   Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100 

$ 25 

 

Lot # 208 - Nickel Silver Cigarette Case in the shape of an envelope with real US World's Fair 
Commemorative 3 cent stamp on top, designed by Harry Richmond (marked inside). The front has 
an engraved cancellation "New York N.Y. 1939". Inside is a place for your cigarettes. Size: 5 1/2" 
wide by 3 1/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, there are several light scratches on the front. 
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60 

$ 20 

 

Lot # 209 - Compact with multicolor celluloid picture of fair grounds with the Trylon and Perisphere 
in the center with some fair buildings (Administration, Communications) surrounding the bottom 
and 2 planes flying in the sky. "© New York World's Fair" across the top. The border and back are 
black. Inside is a powder puff and a little powder. Size: 2 3/4" diameter. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 210 - Compact with a raised Trylon and Perisphere on the top surrounded by turquoise paint. 
Inside is a compartment for powder and a puff. Size: 2 1/16" wide by 2 1/4" high. Condition: Very 
Good. Wear and marks on the front and the mirror inside is not attached. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 211 - Single Edge Razor with Bakelite or plastic handles that have silver colored metal ends. 
On one side of the handle there is a Hemisphere with the Americas highlighted in red. The razor has 
"World's Fair 1939" on one size of the bottom of the blade and "A. D. Piano & Co.", "185 Worth St. 
New York", "Made in Germany" on the other side. Size: Closed: 7/8" wide by 6 3/8" long. 
Condition: Excellent.   Estimate: $ 20 - $ 35 

$ 10 



 

Lot # 212 - Plaque with a raised image of a Cowgirl in the center with "New York World's Fair" 
impressed underneath. In the border at the bottom is "1939". There is a hole used for hanging this on 
the wall. This is probably SyrocoWood. Uncommon. Size: 4 1/8" wide by 4 5/8" high.  
Condition: Excellent.   Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 213 - Sheet music for "Don't Worry 'Bout Me" from the "Cotton Club Parade (World's Fair 
Edition) starring Bill Robinson - Cab Calloway". "Lyrics by Ted Koehler", "Music by Rube Bloom". 
Front cover is blue and pink with an illustration of the Trylon and Perisphere in white. "Mills 
Music". 5 pages. Size: 9 1/8" wide by 12" high.  
Condition: Very Fine, has some crease in the corners. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 214 - Deck of Playing Cards made by "Congress" in the Original Box. This deck is still sealed 
in the plastic, but from previous open decks I can tell you that the deck contains 54 cards, a full 
deck, a joker and a Contract Bridge Card. The Ace of Spades and the Joker have the Trylon and 
Perisphere pictured on their face. Each card features the Trylon and Perisphere with fireworks in 
orange and white with a blue border. The box is mostly blue with the back of the card shown on the 
right side of the box. The box is marked "New York World's Fair". Size: 3 3/4" by 2 1/2" by 3/4" 
thick. Condition: The cards are Mint in the original plastic with the tax stamp. The box is Extremely 
Fine with a little wear to the bottom corners.   Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 215 - Bakelite Trylon and Perisphere in a green and yellow swirl pattern. The base is not 
marked. Size: 2 1/8" wide by 1 1/16" deep by 3 3/4" tall. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 216 - Blue Metal Dish with white Trylon and Perisphere attached to the middle of the plate. 
Size: 5 3/4" diameter by 4 1/4" high. Condition: Very Good. The Trylon is bent at the top with a 
little paint loss but not broken. There is a little paint loss on the Perisphere. There are some spots in 
the blue dish and lots of scraped off blue paint from the bottom. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 217 - Turquoise ceramic plate made by "The American Potter: Joint Exhibit of Capital and 
Labor - New York World's Fair 1940". On the face of the plate is a raised image of a man creating a 
vessel on a manual potter's wheel. Size: 7 1/8" diameter. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 218 - Hand Mirror in the Original Box from the "Exhibit of the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co." 
with a picture of the "Glass Center" on the front of the box. The box also has "Souvenir", "New 
York Worlds Fair", "1939" on the front. The other side of the box is a mailer. Inside is a rectangular 
mirror with a blue Trylon and Perisphere with "1939 New York World's Fair" printed on the mirror 
(under the glass). The mirror is still wrapped in the original cardboard protector. Size: Box is 3 5/8" 
wide by 2 3/4" by 7/16" thick. Condition: Excellent. The mirror still has the original tissue paper. 
There are a few light scuffs on the box.    Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 219 - Elongated Cent picturing the King and Queen of England with a royal insignia in the 
center with "Merry England" above and "New York Word's Fair 1939" below. The back is blank. 
Size: 1 7/16" wide by 3/4" high. Condition: Very Fine, a little wear and age toning. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 220 - Box only for "N. Y. World's Fair Views No. 2" "for Pathegrams CineVue". The box 
pictures the Trylon & Perisphere in blue and orange. There is no film in this box. Size of box: 1" 
wide by 1" deep by 2 1/8". Condition: Good. The top flap is missing and there is tape that has 
yellowed over time covering the top. 
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 221 - Metal Key Thermometer with the Trylon and Perisphere along with "New York World's 
Fair" at the top of the key. The shaft of the key has the thermometer temperature chart, but the glass 
thermometer is missing. Back is marked in raised letters "Souvenir Key". Size: 1 3/4" wide by 6 1/4" 
long. Condition: Good. There is no glass thermometer and the temperature chart is ripped in 2 
places.    Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 



 

Lot # 222 - Bronze Letter Opener with the image of the "Christian Science Building" with clouds 
and rays behind it at the end and "New York World's Fair 1939" in the circle to its right. Deco 
design running down the handle. Size: 1 1/8" wide by 8 7/16" long. Condition: Excellent with a little 
toning.      Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 223 - Ticket to "The Official Opening by the President of the United States of the New York 
World's Fair 1939". This ticket will "Admit One", "Court of Peace". The ticket is numbered "10128" 
and has 2 facsimile signatures. There are perforations on the right side where the entrance stub was 
removed. Size: 4" wide by 2 3/8" high. Condition: Fine, there are creases down the middle and the 
bottom right corner is damaged.    Estimate: $ 12 - $ 25 

$ 6 

 

Lot # 224 - Ticket Stub to "The Mayors' Holiday of Joy Friday October 25, 1940." Printed in red and 
brown, the background pictures a panorama of buildings. There is a small Trylon and Perisphere in 
the lower left corner next to the ticket number "265039" At top is "World's Fair of 1940", "Souvenir 
Certificate of Attendance". The back tells that this is a half price ticket and that it also gives a 
discount to attractions on the "Great White Way". Size: 4 7/8" wide by 2 /14" high. Condition: Very 
Fine, but only because the bottom right corner was ripped off when they removed the admission 
portion of the ticket.     Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 225 - "Short Term Pass" with 10 matching entrance coupons stapled to the pass. The pass is 
"Good Until" "May 20, 1939" and was issued to "Crash Donegan". The pass is purple and is 
numbered "T 4595". The attached tickets have the same number. Size: 4 1/2" wide by 2 5/8" high. 
Condition: Extremely Fine with all the tickets intact.    Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 226 - "Specimen" Ticket FOR "June 10", The "House of Delegates Dinner A.M.A.". The 
general admission stub is attached. The ticket is stamped "Specimen" and the number is punched out 
on the ticket and stub. This was never made into a booklet. Size: 6" wide by 2 1/4" high.  
Condition: Near Mint.    Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 227 - Bracelet with 6 hanging 1/2" disks, 4 with baked enamel. From left to right: Trylon and 
Perisphere, "Administration" building with baked orange enamel background, bust of George 
Washington, "Federal Building" with baked blue enamel background, "Statue of Liberty" with baked 
black enamel background and the Trylon and Perisphere with baked blue and orange enamel 
background. All but the Statue of Liberty have some form of "New York World's Fair 1939" written 
around the edge. Size: 6" long. Condition: Excellent.    Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 228 - Pair of tiny Dice inside a plastic Bubble. Under the dice is a paper picturing the Trylon 
and Perisphere in white with "The Dawn of a New Day" printed in an orange flag above. At the 
bottom is "New York World's Fair Year 1939". Size: 1 7/16" wide by 1 7/16" deep by 1/2" tall. 
Condition: The bottom edge is broken, so I can only give it a Very Good. The printed paper is nice 
and clean, call it Extremely Fine but the spots are a bit faded on the dice.   Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 229 - Large "Pennsylvania" State Pin with the Trylon and Perisphere at the bottom and flowers 
and leaves in pink, white, red and green enamel. This pin is from a series of pins that were made for 
each state and sold at the fair. Uncommon. Size: 2 1/2" wide by 2 1/4" high. Condition: Extremely 
Fine. There is wear to the finish on the Perisphere and in a couple of small spots in "Pennsylvania". 
The enamel is Excellent.   Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75 

$ 25 

 

Lot # 230 - Shell Shaped Pin with a raised gold Trylon and Perisphere in the center, on the original 
card. The shell is white. The Card, printed in blue, pictures the T&P with "1940 New York World's 
Fair" written across the top and license information in the lower right corner. Size: Pin is 1 3/4" wide 
by 1 5/8" high. Card is 3 3/16" wide by 3 5/8" high. Condition: The Pin is Near Mint. The Card is 
Very Fine with several creases.     Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 231 - Brass Shell Pin picturing the "Hall of Communications" with spot lights in the 
background with "New York" written above and "World's Fair" below. On each side are some non-
distinct tall buildings. Size: 1 7/8" wide by 1 1/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with light toning 
and a spot at the bottom. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 7 

 

Lot # 232 - Pin with brass finish in the shape of a ship's wheel. In the center is a baked enamel disk 
that pictures the Trylon and Perisphere in the center surrounded by blue enamel with "1939" to the 
left. Around the edge of the disk is "New York World's Fair" surrounded by red enamel. Size: 1 7/8" 
diameter. Condition: Very Good, several scratches in the enamel and some wear to the wheel. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 



 

Lot # 233 - Large Medal. Obverse: Pictures a raised Administration Building and Trylon and 
Perisphere with "New York World's Fair" around the edge. Reverse: Pictures 5 buildings around the 
edge including: Aviation, Marine Transportation, and 3 others with "1939" in the center. I believe 
the medal is Bronze with a dark coating. Size: 3" diameter by 1/4" thick. Condition: Extremely Fine 
since there is very minor rim damage.    Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 234 - Large Bronze Colored Medal. Obverse: Raised image of the Trylon and Perisphere with 
"New York World's Fair" around the edge and "1939" to the left of the Trylon and a small "© 
NYWF". Reverse: Raised image in the center of the "Seal of the City of New York, N.Y." (written 
around the edge). Size: 2 7/8" diameter by 3/16" thick. Condition: Extremely Fine, there are 2 rim 
dings.    Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 235 - Brass Medal. Obverse: Pictures the "Westinghouse" pavilion in the center. Reverse: In 
the Center "Nim Champ". Around the edge above "World's Fair 1940" and below "New York". Size: 
1" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 236 - 3 page typed document "Directory of Government and History Exhibits" on World's Fair 
stationery with the Trylon and Perisphere at the top in orange along with "The World's Fair of 1940 
in New York", "For Peace and Freedom". It lists the pavilions with a brief description of their art 
exhibits including "Brazil", "Czechoslovakia", "Italy", "Japan", "New Hampshire" and more. Size: 8 
1/2" wide by 11" high. Condition: Excellent.     Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 237 - "Memorandum" from "Harry P. Harrison" regarding "Advance Sale of World's Fair 
Tickets" for the 1940 season. It explains that the seller will get 10% of each sale they make. It also 
explains that they may buy some tickets for personal use by filling in the "World's Fair 1940 
Employee's Special Privilege Certificate" that is included in this lot. Size: Each page is 8 1/2" wide 
by 11" high. Condition: Very Fine, a little light soiling and edge damage.   Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 238 - Booklet, "Building the Railroad". Inside it states it "is a New York World's Fair 1939-
1940 Exhibit sponsored by the Railway Supply Industries". There are 38 pages containing black and 
white photographs of the miniature structures along with descriptions that were part of the exhibit. 
The detail in the exhibit structures is wonderful. Uncommon, I have not seen this booklet before. 
Size: 7 1/2" wide by 5 1/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with minor wear and soiling of covers 
and a few light spots inside.     Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 239 - Booklet, "World's Fair Digest of Traffic Rules of New York City 1939" picturing the 
Trylon and Perisphere on the cover. Inside are 32 pages describing "Toll Charges", driving rules 
including lights, speed, right of way, throwing trash out of the car, a list of traffic offenses and the 
fine and so much more. There are also 2 maps of New York City. Size: 3 3/8" wide by 5 1/4" high. 
Condition: Very Fine, covers are soiled. Also some of the pages are blurry because the ink from one 
side was a little wet when it was put together, or printed and it ran to the opposite page. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 240 - Brochure, "New York City Omnibus Corporation", "Motor Coach Routes", "Visitor's 
Guide" picturing the bus in front of the Trylon and Perisphere on the cover. Opens up to 6 panels (3 
across by 2 high) showing a map of New York City with the fairgrounds marked by a large T&P. 
The map also shows the Ferry Lines that run on the Hudson River (not seen on most maps). There is 
an index of Hotels, Colleges, Radio Stations, Churches, Stores, Bus Terminals, Armories, Hospitals, 
Clubs and even Skyscrapers. Very interesting World's Fair New York City item.  
Size: Closed 3 5/8" wide by 8 3/8" high.    Condition: Excellent.     Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 241 - Brochure "The General Electric Building", "New York World's Fair 1940". This 
brochure shows the pavilion on the cover. Inside pictures "Man-made Lightning", "Television" 
"House of Magic", "Magic Kitchen", "X-Ray", "General Electric Products for the Home", the 
"Rockwell Kent Mural", a floor map and more. Size: Closed: 4 1/8" wide by 8 1/8" high. Open: 17" 
high by 16 1/2" wide. Condition: Fine. There is wear on the seams and a 3/4" tear on one seam. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 242 - Folder, "See the New York World's Fair from a Comfortable Chair", picturing a private 
open top cart with a family sitting in the seat and a driver standing behind. On the side of the car is 
written "American Express Travel Service" and the fair's flag. Inside shows the 3 different chairs 
you can ride in and the back has the rates. Size: 3 3/16 wide by 5 15/16" high. Condition: The color 
printing on the cover (pictured) is off register by 1/8 of an inch. The inside is printed correctly. The 
paper itself is Excellent.    Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8 

$ 2 



 

Lot # 243 - Fold-out brochure from the "General Motors Exhibit Building", "Highways and 
Horizons". Contains descriptions of "The City of the Future", the Futurama ride, a floor plan of the 
building, exhibitions in the building and their beautiful cars from 1939. Size: Closed: 9" high by 4 
1/2" wide. Open: 17 1/2" wide by 17 3/4" high. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 244 - "Road Map" from "Sinclair Gasoline" of "New Jersey Metropolitan New York". When 
open, each side contains a map: One is of the Metropolitan New York City with the Fair clearly 
marked along with Western Long Island, Westchester and North East New Jersey. The other side 
shows a map of all of New Jersey. There is also Sinclair advertising throughout. Size: Closed: 4" 
wide by 9" high. Open: 19 5/8" wide by 26 5/8" high.  
Condition: Extremely Fine, just a few light creases. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 245 - Folder from the "Town of Tomorrow" at the "New York World's Fair 1939" featuring 
the "Demonstration Home No. 5", "The Small Brick House of the Sheltered Workshops (welfare 
council of New York)". This short 2 page booklet contains information about the design of the 
house, as well as the sponsors and their products that are on display in the model home. Front page 
has an illustration of the house and the blueprints of the floor plan. Printed in blue and orange on a 
white paper. Size: 7" x 10" Condition: Fine. A little paper loss on the right near bottom, creased 
corners and a little browning on the back.    Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 246 - Folder for "The Town of Tomorrow". This folder is for their "Demonstration Home No. 
21", "The Motor Home". The cover pictures a drawing of the house and the floor plan along with a 
small Trylon and Perisphere at the bottom of the cover. Inside shows the elevation plan along with 
the products of several companies including "Pittsburgh Corning Corporation", "Johns-Manville" 
and all the products that will provide all the comforts of the modern American lifestyle. Size: 7 1/8" 
wide by 10 1/8" high. Condition: Good. There are holes at the top of both pages and the top is 
discolored.     Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 247 - Pamphlet "How to Buy Now and Save on New York World's Fair Tickets" along with a 
nice large drawing of the Trylon and Perisphere. Opens to 6 panels. When opened it tells about all 
the different package deals, "Season Ticket $ 15.00", "20 Admission Ticket $ 7.50" "What you get 
in a Souvenir Book and much more. Size: Closed: 3 3/8" wide by 5 5/8" high. Open: 9 15/16" wide 
by 10 7/16" high. Condition: Very Fine since there are 4 thumbtack holes in the front (that makes 24 
because they go through every panel). 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 248 - Folder, "Building The Railroad". "The Railroad Supplies Industries at the New York 
World's Fair 1939: with a picture of the Railroad Building at the fair on the front. This folder 
describes the train set up on an 80 foot wide by 26 foot high mountain that people can walk around 
along with a color drawing of what it looks like. The folder opens to 3 panels and 3 sides list the 
companies that are participating in the "Railway Supply Industries Exhibit". Size: 8 1/2" wide by 11" 
high. Condition: Very Fine, some light spots on the cover, a 1/4" tear on the left side and a little 
corner wear.    Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 249 - Folder "Teaching the World's Fair of 1940, In New York", "Prepared by the Department 
of Education of the World's Fair of 1940", Issue "No. 3 Exhibits For the Elementary School Child". 
4 pages describe the different subjects that are available by visiting different areas of the fair. Size: 8 
1/2" wide by 11" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, browning of the bottom half of the back page. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 250 - Folder from the "Hotel Empire" with a "Map of New York City and Views", "New York 
World's Fair". Inside are pictures of fair buildings, the hotel and its accommodations a large map of 
Manhattan and more. Size: Closed: 3 1/2" wide by 7 7/8" high. Open: 19 5/8" by 31 1/4". Condition: 
Very Good, several tears along the folds. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 



 

Lot # 251 - Unused Brown Envelope with purple printing from "Willoughby" located at "110 West 
32nd St. New York" with the Trylon and Perisphere pictured in the lower right corner with "Visit the 
New York World's Fair 1939" written underneath. On the back of the envelope is "Remember - Your 
Films Can Only Be Developed Correctly ONCE !" Size: 7" wide by 4 3/4" high. Condition: 
Extremely Fine, only because the glue holding the front to the back has stained the back on both 
sides.     Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 252 - Postcard Folder "The New York World's Fair 1939" with the Trylon & Perisphere and in 
tiny print "New York World's Fair Officially Licensed Folder", "Lic. By N.Y.W.F. 1939 - K-1877" 
on the cover. The back cover pictures 3 buildings: "Aviation Building", "New York City Building" 
and "Hall of Communications". Inside there are 18 color pictures that fold out in an accordion style 
(9 folds with a picture on each side). The folder was printed by "Frank E. Cooper, 258 Broadway, 
New York, N. Y." and is numbered "D-5729". Size: 6 1/8" wide by 4 1/8" high. Condition: 
Extremely Fine, slight damage to left corners of the cover. Inside is beautiful.  Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 253 - Unused Postcard with color image of "123: - The Star Pylon." with a drawing of the Star 
Pylon Statue with yellow and red spot lights in the background. Around the edge is a blue border 
featuring the Trylon and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair 1939" at the top. The back is 
marked "Officially Licensed" and the card was made by "Miller Art Co. Inc, Brooklyn N.Y." Size: 3 
1/2" wide by 5 7/16" high. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 254 - Unused Postcard with color image of "121: - New York City Building. Trylon and 
Perisphere." with a drawing of Trylon and Perisphere to the left of the New York City Building. The 
grand Central Parkway with 3 cars is in the foreground. Around the edge is a blue border featuring 
the Trylon and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair 1939" at the top. The back is marked 
"Officially Licensed" and the card was made by "Miller Art Co. Inc, Brooklyn N.Y." Size: 5 7/16" 
wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent.    Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 255 - Unused Postcard with Multicolor image of "120: - Musical Program in the Open Air." 
Picturing the "crowd seen from the stage at the Musical Program at the Open Air Theatre". Around 
the edge is a blue border featuring the Trylon and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair 1939" at 
the top. The back is marked "Officially Licensed" and the card was made by "Miller Art Co. Inc, 
Brooklyn N.Y." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 256 - Unused Postcard with Multicolor image of "124: - Medical and Health Science and 
Education Buildings." picturing the "the structure occupying a commanding site on the Fair's Theme 
Plaza and Constitution Mall." It is actually 2 buildings with several buildings pictured behind. 
Around the edge is a blue border featuring the Trylon and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair 
1939" at the top. The back is marked "Officially Licensed" and the card was made by "Miller Art 
Co. Inc, Brooklyn N.Y." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 257 - Unused Postcard with Multicolor image of "143: - Scene Looking Towards Railroad 
Building." picturing the "bridge of wheels" with the Railroad Building behind. Around the edge is a 
blue border featuring the Trylon and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair 1939" at the top. The 
back is marked "Officially Licensed" and the card was made by "Miller Art Co. Inc, Brooklyn N.Y." 
Size: 5 3/8" wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 258 - Unused Postcard with color image of the "Maritime Building" and on the bottom "New 
York World's Fair 1939" and "A-3". The back is marked "Officially Licensed by New York World's 
Fair", "Colortint", "Made by Grinnell Litho Co., N. Y. C." Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 7/16" high. 
Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 259 - Unused Postcard with color image of the "New York City Building" with the Trylon and 
Perisphere next to it. At the bottom is "New York World's Fair" and "A-34". On the back it is 
marked "Officially Licensed" and "Colortint"...made by "Grinnell". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. 
Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 260 - Unused Postcard with color image of the "Parachute Jump" and on the bottom "New 
York World's Fair" and "A-28". The back is marked "Officially Licensed by New York World's 
Fair", "Colortint", "Made by Grinnell Litho Co., N. Y. C." Size: 3 7/16" wide by 5 1/2" high. 
Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 



 

Lot # 261 - Unused Postcard with color image of the "Hall of Fashion" and on the bottom "New 
York World's Fair" and "A-14". The back is marked "Officially Licensed by New York World's 
Fair", "Colortint", "Made by Grinnell Litho Co., N. Y. C." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. 
Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 262 - Unused Postcard with color image of the "Food Building Number Two" and on the 
bottom "New York World's Fair" and "A-31". The back is marked "Officially Licensed by New 
York World's Fair", "Colortint", "Made by Grinnell Litho Co., N. Y. C." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" 
high. Condition: Excellent.    Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 263 - Unused Black and White Photo Postcard of "Theme Center and George Washington 
Statue at Night - N.Y.W.F." The card is numbered "107". "Officially Licensed", "1940". Size: 5 3/8" 
wide by 3 7/8" high. Condition: Fine. Some scratches in the sky and damage upper left corner. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 264 - Unused Postcard with black and white photo image of "5F-161 French Pavilion - 
N.Y.W.F." also marked in small letters "Underwood & Underwood". Size: 5 7/16" by 3 1/2". 
Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 265 - Unused Black and White Photo Postcard of "Belgium Exhibits Bldg. - N.Y.W.F." The 
card is numbered "5F-143". Published by "Underwood & Underwood". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" 
high. Condition: Extremely Fine, tiny brown spot bottom right corner. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 266 - Unused Black and White Photo Postcard of "Night Scene - Lagoon of Nations - 
N.Y.W.F." The card is numbered "5F-141". Published by "Underwood & Underwood". Size: 5 1/2" 
wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 267 - Unused Black and White Photo Postcard of "Polish Bldg. And Tower - N.Y.W.F." The 
card is numbered "5F-148". Published by "Underwood & Underwood". Size: 3 1/2" wide by 5 7/16" 
high. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

Category: 1939-1940 Golden Gate International Exposition (268 to 284) 
Held in San Francisco, California. Also known as Treasure Island. 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 268 - Brass Bracelet with 7 hanging charms. 6 of the charms are round and picture buildings. 
From left to right the round charms are: "Palace of Liberal and Fine Arts", "Administration 
Building", "Pacifica", "Temple of Music", "Federal Building" and "Palace of International Exhibits". 
In the center is a triangle shaped charm with "Golden Gate" at top and a picture of the Tower of the 
Sun below. Size: 7 3/8" long and the charms are 13/16" diameter.  
Condition: Very Fine with some age toning.   Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 269 - Cardboard Card for "Hungary Water", "Eau de la Reine de Hungrie" printed in light 
blue. On the back it talks about how Toilet water was first distilled in 1340 in Hungary. At the 
bottom of the back is written "San Francisco Fair Hungarian Pavilion". Size: 1 13/16" wide by 3 
1/16" high. Condition: The printing is so light that is probably is faded, so overall Very Fine. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 270 - Ticket Stub for the "Construction Industries Jubilee !" on "Treasure Island". The top of 
the stub has "Golden Gate International Exposition 1940" with 2 facsimile signatures. In the center 
is a black and white picture of construction equipment with "September 12-13-14 or 15" below. The 
ticket is yellow with green at the bottom and light blue in the center near the bottom. Size: 2 1/4" 
wide by 4 7/8" high. Condition: Fine. There is a tiny hole under one of the signatures and a couple of 
small light spots. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 



 

Lot # 271 - Small Yellow Ticket, "Emergency Permit" on the left with "G.G.I.E.", "A" & "1940" 
written in red on the right side. Below on the left is a signature line (no signature) "No. 5406" and 
"Void is Detached". Size: 2" wide by 7/8" high. Condition: Excellent, but the top and bottom edges 
are evenly torn when it was removed from a book of these tickets.    Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 272 - Elongated cent with "1939" across the top. The Golden Gate bridge is just below that 
with "San Francisco Cal" written to the left. In the center is an aerial view of the fairgrounds with 
"Treasure Island" written under it. On the left is the Oakland Bay Bridge. At the bottom is "Golden 
Gate Int Exposition". The back has the image of a 1927 S penny. Size: 1 7/16" wide by 3/4" high. 
Condition: Excellent with light toning.     Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 273 - Tie Clip. The center disk pictures Pacifica in the center with '19' to the left and '40' to the 
right. Around the edge is "Golden Gate International Exposition" surrounded by blue baked enamel. 
Size: Disk is 9/16" diameter and the clip is 2 3/8" long.  
Condition: Extremely Fine, some light toning.   Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 274 - Celluloid Pin Back Button. The button has the Tower of Sun and the Bridge in front of 
the rising sun logo with "1939 San Francisco Bay" written in the sky. Around the edge is "Golden 
Gate International Exposition. The button is printed in blue, orange and white. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. 
Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 275 - Pocket Knife with writing on the celluloid on one side "Golden Gate International 
Exposition". The other side is celluloid with no writing. There is one blade in the knife and the 
maker is not identified. Size: 2 7/8" long by 3/4" wide. Condition: Very Fine, some light overall 
wear.     Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 276 - Brass Matchbook Holder with image of the Tower of the Sun in front of the bridge with 
"Golden Gate International Exposition" written around the image. The image is surrounded by blue 
paint. There is a tiny License statement at the bottom left. On the back is an embossed profile of 
George Washington "150th Anniversary", "George Washington's Inauguration". The top opens so 
you can slide in a book of matches. Size: 1 9/16" wide by 2 1/16" high. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 277 - Brass Key with the Tower of the Sun in front of the Golden Gate Bridge Logo in the 
center of top with "Golden Gate International Exposition" written around the edge. On the back is 
"Made in U.S.A." Size: 13/16" wide by 1 15/16" long. Condition: Very Fine. A couple of edge dings 
and overall age toning. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 278 - Brass Bookmark with the logo at the top and the Tower of Sun in the middle of the 
bookmark. The Logo has "1939 San Francisco Bay" with the Tower of the Sun, Golden Gate Bridge 
and sunrise all in the center with "Golden Gate International Exposition" around the edge. The 
background is red enamel paint. Size: 5" long by 1" at the widest. Condition: Very Fine, a few light 
scratches on the brass and a couple of small black spots. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 279 - Brass Bookmark with a raised piece at top. The raised piece has Pacifica in the center. At 
top is "Golden Gate" surrounded by red paint with San Francisco below it. Below Pacifica is 
"Exposition" surrounded by red paint. Size: 1" wide by 3 3/4" long. Condition: Very Fine. Scuff 
marks and a bend on the brass part. The part that identifies the fair is Extremely Fine with some age 
toning. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 280 - "Parcel Check" Tag for the "Central Check Stands", "Stand No. 3", "Treasure Island", 
"Series 1". Since there is no number on this receipt, I assume that there were 3 parts to this tag with 
the 2 bottom parts having the same number. The bottom was torn off and given to the person 
checking the item. The middle part was removed when the person picked up the package with this 
portion being left on the package. Size: 2 5/8" wide by 1 15/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, some 
scratches, mostly on the back.     Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 281 - Sugar Cube Wrapper from "Morning Glory Sandwich" marked "Treasure Island 1940" 
twice and "Pure Sugar Sea Island Sugar". There is no sugar cube. Size: 1 7/8" wide by 2 3/4" high. 
Condition: Very Fine. There is a 1/4" tear at the bottom (probably happened when they took the cube
out) and folds from when it contained a sugar cube.   Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8 

$ 3 



 

Lot # 282 - Folder that opens to 8 panels, "A Handy Key to 12 Enchanting Days ... at the Golden 
Gate International Exposition". Open the folder and each panel tells what the visitor should do on 
each day. There is also a page on "How to Get to Treasure Island". The folder was given out by the 
"Columbia Steel Company" who have "General Offices: Russ Building San Francisco, California". 
Cover pictures an aerial view o the Tower of the Sun and surrounding buildings. Size: 3" wide by 4 
7/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a crease in the center of the cover and a little damage to 
bottom right corner.     Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 283 - Unused Color Postcard from the "Ripley's 'Believe-it-or-not' Odditorium", at the 
"Golden Fate International Exposition of 1940." (as marked on the back). On the front is pictured 
"The Great Gravityo" and "R. H. Hubbard" with their amazing feats described on the back. The card 
is numbered "E-4220". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 284 - Unused Color Postcard from the "Ripley's 'Believe-it-or-not' Odditorium", at the 
"Golden Fate International Exposition of 1940." (as marked on the back). On the front is pictured 
"Marvello" and "Clarence Thorpe" with their amazing feats described on the back. The card is 
numbered "E-4223". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8 

$ 1 

Category: 1958 Brussels International Exposition (285 to 285) 
The first major World's Fair to be held after World War II. This fair celebrated the return of Europe to its pre-war stature. 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 285 - Small Fork with figural image of the Netherlands Pavilion marked "Nederland 1958" at 
the end of the handle. This plated fork has a nice detailed image of their pavilion at the fair. The 
back is marked "Pain - Expo - Brood". Size: 5 5/16" long by 3/4" wide at top. Condition: Extremely 
Fine, a little tarnished. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

Category: 1962 Seattle World's Fair (286 to 288) 
Also known as Century 21 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 286 - Bound booklet of "Ten Natural Color Album Prints" from the "1962 Seattle World's 
Fair". Inside are beautiful color pictures of the fair, several are night photos. Size: 4 1/8" wide by 2 
13/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a little damage to the edge of the cover where it meats the 
plastic spine.    Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 287 - Mailing Folder, "Pavilion of Electric Power Sponsored by the Electric Utilities of 
Washington". The cover pictures a rendering of the pavilion in multicolor. Inside is "The Story of 
Electricity as told in the pavilion of Electric Power" with several drawing of the displays. The back 
page is a pre-written letter to your friends and a place to write the address and place the stamp. Size: 
8 3/8" wide by 5 3/8" high. Condition: Unused and Extremely Fine, a couple of creases in the cover.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 288 - Advertising Folder for a "Guide to Alaska". The cover pictures the Space Needle and 
logo of the "World's Fair Seattle 1962" and in big letter this folder announces to you that this is a 
"Souvenir of the Alaska Exhibit Seattle World's Fair". Inside is the table of contents of the over 250 
page guide book plus other promotional writings about the guide. The back cover pictures the front 
of the pavilion and another location where you can purchase the guide. Printed in black and white. 
Size: 5 1/2" wide by 8 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, a couple of light creases. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 



Category: 1964 New York World's Fair (289 to 340) 
Reference Books 

JG - "NY World's Fair Collectibles by Joyce Grant 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 289 - Official New York World's Fair Paint Set" in the original box. Inside is complete with 3 
outlines of the fair (numbered 1 to 3) that picture the same pictures as the cover. The paints and 
brush are unused and complete. The crayons have been used to color in the 3 outlines. The original 
instruction card is also included. The child that owned this set also created his or her own hand 
drawn outlines of the 3 outlines that are included in the set. (JG pg. 91) Size: 15 1/2" wide by 11 
1/2" high by 1 1/2" thick. Condition: Extremely Fine. The box has some edge wear and a little 
soiling. The inside is nice and clean.    Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125 

$ 35 

 

Lot # 290 - Plastic Sliding Tile Puzzle Toy. When the tiles are in the correct location, the right side 
pictures the "Unisphere" in gold with a blue and orange background. On the left in alternating colors 
of blue and orange are the words "New York's World Fair". Under the 'I' and "R' are "1964" and 
"1965" respectively. There is some paper residue on the back from when it was removed from the 
card it was sold on. Size: 5" wide by 2 3/4" high. Condition: Excellent.   Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 291 - "Unisphere Bell" in the original box. The box top is also marked "New York World's 
Fair" and pictures the bell in white on a turquoise background. The bell is gold colored with the 
Unisphere at the top of a twisted shaft and bell at the bottom. Size: Bell is 1 7/8" diameter at the base 
by 3 3/4" tall. Box is 4 1/4" wide by 2 1/8" deep by 1 7/8 tall. Condition: Bell is Mint. Box is Very 
Fine, one edge apron is separated on both sides and the top is a little dented.   Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 292 - Cocktail Glass with curved sides. On the front in gold is the Unisphere with the Rocket 
Man Statue to the left. On the back of the glass is "Unisphere and Main Mall", "New York World's 
Fair", "1964 - 1965". Size: 3 1/8" diameter at top by 3 1/8" tall. Condition: Extremely Fine, one 
letter is worn. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 293 - Free Pass for the "Monorail". This green and black ticket is "Exchangeable for One 
Ticket on the AMF Monorail at the New York World's Fair 1964-65". On the left of the ticket is a 
picture of the Unisphere and on the right in red is the ticket number "No. CC101252". The back 
shows a map of the fairgrounds with the location of the Monorail marked. Size: 6 1/8" wide by 2 
5/8" high. Condition: Mint.     Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 294 - "Truck Permit" to enter the World's Fair Grounds with "No Entry after 8 A.M., Depart 
by 8:30 A.M." issued to the "Brass Rail" company. The permit "Expires August 31st 1964" and is 
numbered "0780". Terms are written on the back. Size: 8" wide by 5 1/4" high. Condition: Fine, 
stained across the bottom, 1/4 of the way up on the edges. (These are usually damaged because they 
were displayed in the windshield when the truck traveled the fairgrounds.)     Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 295 - Jump To New York on a Pogo Stick" "Official Children's Record Album" which 
contains 3 - "33 1/3 Hi-Fi LPS." The cover also pictures the orange and blue Unisphere logo and 
"1964-1965 New York World's Fair". Inside are 3 thin records with songs titled: "Manhattan Indian 
Drums", "Statue of Liberty Hello" and 4 other songs. The back of the box is a mailer (unused) that 
requires 10 cents postage. The record was produced by "Pied Piper Records, Inc." Size: 7 3/8" wide 
by 7 3/8" high by 1/4" thick. Condition: The box is Extremely Fine, has a dent in the front and a 
little age toning of the box. The record is probably Mint since the box has never been opened. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 296 - Bronze Medal in the original box. "Westchester County Coin Club N.Y.", "1934", 
"1964" with a highly raised image of an eagle surrounded by stars with "30th Anniversary" written 
below. Reverse: Pictures the Unisphere showing the Western Hemisphere side with "Man's 
Achievements in an Expanding Universe" and "New York World's Fair" written around the edge. 
Under the Unisphere is "1964-65". The edge is marked "Medallic Art Co. N.Y." It comes in a box 
that is marked "Medallic Art Co." on the inside. Rare, I have never seen this medal before. Size: 1 
1/2" diameter by almost 1/8" thick. Box is 1 11/16" square. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50 

$ 17 



 

Lot # 297 - Bronze Pendant from "Lincoln Land of Lincoln Pavilion" with the bust of Lincoln in the 
center and "1809" at the bottom. The reverse has "WGN" "Radio - Television", "in the Lincoln 
Tradition New York World's Fair 1964-1965". WGN is a Chicago station. Uncommon. Size: 1 3/16" 
diameter. Condition: Excellent with overall toning. 
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 298 - Boy Scout Medal encased in Lucite with "In Appreciation", "Boy Scouts of America", 
"New York World's Fair" written around the medal in gold inside the Lucite. The medal is brass 
with the Boy Scout logo in the center and "Do A Good Turn Daily" above and "Be Prepared" below. 
The reverse of the medal pictures the Unisphere with "Wonderful World of Scouting" written around 
the upper edge of the medal. There are 3 little feet on the bottom. Size: 2 13/16" diameter by 15/16" 
tall. Condition: Near Mint.  Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 299 - Sterling Silver Pendant with the image of the Unisphere on the original card. The card is 
marked "New York World's Fair", "1964", "1965" at top and "Official Souvenir", "Sterling Silver" at 
bottom. Back of the medal is marked "Sterling" & "CWC". Size: Medal is 3/4" diameter. Card is 1 
1/8" wide by 1 1/2" high. Condition: Near Mint. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 300 - Brass Badge for the "Grand Chapter 95th Annual Session" around the edge of the bottom 
piece with "N.Y. World's Fair 1964" around the bottom. In the center is a 5 pointed star with loads 
of symbols inside and outside. The top bar has a light design in it. This society is so secret they don't 
even put their name on this badge. Size: 1 5/8" wide by 2 1/4" high. Condition: Excellent with light 
toning of the bottom piece. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 301 - Gold colored Unisphere Pendant on a gold colored chain. The outside of the pendant is 
gold with the Unisphere in the center with "N.Y. World's Fair" above and "1964" & "1965" below. 
Behind the Unisphere is turquoise on the right and orange on the left. Size: The pendant is 2 1/4" 
diameter. The chain is 23 1/2" long. Condition: Extremely Fine, a little wear to the gold around the 
Unisphere.      Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 302 - Silver Colored metal Key Chain from the Vatican Pavilion. Image of the Pieta with 
radial light burst behind it. In original vacuum sealed package. Size: Key Chain is 1" wide by 3 3/4" 
long. Package is 2" wide by 5 3/8" high. Condition: Key Chain is Mint. Package is Extremely Fine 
with light aging of the paper and slight bend bottom right corner. 
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25 

$ 8 

 

Lot # 303 - "21 View-Master Stereo Pictures", "International Area", "New York World's Fair 1964-
1965". The envelope pictures the Indonesia Pavilion. This is "Packet No. A673". Inside are 3 reels, 
each with 7 pictures that show a total of 21 stereo color views of the International Pavilions. The 
back of the envelope lists all 21 pictures (they are listed on the reels too). Size: 4 1/2" square. 
Condition: All 3 reels are Excellent. The inner envelope that holds the reels is missing 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 304 - 2 Color Slides in the original Plastic box. On the top of the box is the Unisphere in Blue 
and Orange and "New York World's Fair", "Official Color Slides", "1964-1965". Inside the box are 
2 slides, each containing 6 architectural renderings of pavilions. (I sold a set before and these are 
different pictures.) There is also a pop up magnifying glass attached to the inside lid. (Grant pg 24) 
Size: 2 1/4" square. Condition: Very Fine, only because one hinge is missing a piece. The slides are 
Excellent.    Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 305 - "Neutron Irradiated Dime" from the "Atomic Energy Commission" exhibit in the Hall of 
Science at the N.Y. World's Fair 1964-1965". This is a 1944 Mercury Dime held inside a plastic blue 
holder with atomic radiation circles printed around the dime. All writing is in white. Size: 1 7/8" 
diameter. Condition: Excellent, the dime has tarnished over the years. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 



 

Lot # 306 - Retractable ball-point pen in the original box. Half black plastic and half gold color 
metal. Text on the pen and the box reads "Masonic Brotherhood Center", "Grand Lodge, F. & A.M., 
New York", "World's Fair, 1964-65". The original white box pictures the pavilion in blue. Pen is 
marked "Wearever". Size: Pen is 5 1/8" long. The box is 9/16" square by 5 3/8" long. Condition: Pen 
is Extremely Fine with one small scratch. The box is Very Fine, a little bent and someone wrote the 
date "May 5, 1965" on the side, I assume the day they got this pen at the fair.    Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$ 5 

 

Lot # 307 - Coca-Cola Matchbook. This matchbook cover has a color picture of the Coke Pavilion 
on the back cover with "World's Fair New York" and "Visit the Coca-Cola Tower". On the cover is 
written "Things Go Better with Coke". The matches are complete and the striker has never been 
used. The logo is before Coke added the stripe. Size: Closed 1 1/2" wide by 2" long. 
Condition: Mint.       Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 308 - "Dashin' Dan" pin given out by "The Long Island Rail Road" picturing a running man. 
Around the top is "I'm a Fan of" and "Dashin' Dan" below the man. This button was given out at the 
fair. Size: 15/16" diameter.  
Condition: Fine, a few scratches at 9 o'clock.     Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 309 - Small License Plate, probably for a bicycle. The plate features a raised "Unisphere" in 
the center with "New York World's Fair" on the left and "1964", "1965" on the right. "Peace 
Through Understanding" along with a copyright statement is at the bottom. There are 4 original 
holes for hanging the plate. Size: 4" wide by 2" high.  
Condition: Very Fine with some rust around the edges.     Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 310 - Pair of Matching Miniature License Plates with hole through one side for attachment to 
key chain. The license plate is black with orange writing. The center has orange text "1V-9635", 
"NY World's Fair 64". The back side has "Postage Guaranteed", "Finder Deposit Any Mailbox", 
"Disabled American Veterans", "National Headquarters", "Cincinnati 13, Ohio". Size: 1 3/8" wide 
by 9/16" Condition: Extremely Fine, a little toning of the metal frame.   Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 311 - Set of 4 Book Covers in the original plastic cover and cover page. Each cover pictures 
the Unisphere with "New York World's Fair 1964-1965" printed above. Around the border are 
pictures of many different pavilions. At the right and left, the part that would be folded behind the 
book's cover, are places to write your name and make notes. Each cover features a large picture of a 
different pavilion. Size: The package is 10 1/2" wide by 13 1/8" high. Each cover is 20" wide by 13" 
high. Condition: Mint in the original package. Note: glare in photos is from the original plastic 
cover.      Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30 

$ 10 

 

Lot # 312 - Rocky Graziano Autographed "Schaefer Center Sports Booklet", "Great Moments in 
Sports" booklet. Inside the booklet are pictures and write ups of several of the sports stars who 
would be on hand at the Schaefer Pavilion to sign autographs. This one was signed by Rocky 
Graziano the former Middleweight Champion of the World when he appeared at the Schaefer 
Pavilion. The inside cover has a picture of the pavilion and highlights about the pavilion. Size: 3 
1/2" wide by 6 1/4" high. Condition: Excellent. The booklet has been kept open to the autograph 
page all these years.    Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 313 - Booklet, "Interim Report of the Executive Committee of the Fair to the President and 
Congress of the United States suggesting for Consideration a plan for a Permanent Franklin National 
Center of Science and Education to House the United States Exhibit at the Fair". 13 pages inside 
describe the exhibits, picture the building, show a map of the location of the building (same spot as 
the US pavilion was placed), and a description of the "Education Exhibit". It states the plan's cost at 
30 million dollars. This building was not built. Rare. Size: 8 1/2" wide by 11" high.  
Condition: Excellent.     Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45 

$ 15 

 

Lot # 314 - Sheet Music, "Fair is Fair" the "Official Song of the New York World's Fair 1964-1965" 
with "Words and Music by Richard Rodgers" (you remember he wrote many famous musicals with 
his partner Hammerstein). The song fills 4 pages inside. The Unisphere in Blue and orange is 
pictured on the cover. Original price was 75 cents. (Grant pg. 13) Size: 9" wide by 12" high. 
Condition: Very Fine, nice and clean with light overall creasing.    Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40 

$ 12 

 

Lot # 315 - Menu from the "Minnesota Pavilion....New York World's Fair", "Jul's Smorgasbord", 
"Food in Abundance", "Featuring Betty Crocker Desserts". The menu is a folder that opens to 4 
pages. Inside are their offerings and the prices appear to be a bit high for the day, $ 5.75 to $ 7.50. 
The back page is a mailer to send this menu to yours friends back home. This one was not mailed. 
Size: Closed: 4 1/2" wide by 10 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, bends to the left side corners and 
the date was written in the upper right corner in ink.    Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 



 

Lot # 316 - 7-UP pavilion menu from the "International Sandwich Gardens" from 1965. Each 
sandwich was $1.50 and the menu pictures all the sandwiches and a drawing of the pavilion. It also 
lists the "Friday Selection" Size: 6 1/2" wide by 17 3/4" long. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 317 - "1965 Official Souvenir Map New York World's Fair", "New for 1965" across the front. 
Open it up and it shows a drawing of every building on the grounds along with the name of the 
pavilion. The other side shows a road map "Approaches to the Fair". Size: Closed: 4 7/8" wide by 9 
1/ 4" high. Open: 25 1/ 2" wide by 33" high. Condition: Very Fine. There is a 1 1/4" tear on a fold 
and the cover has wear to the edges and bent corners. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 318 - Greeting Card with a drawing of a wide view of the fairgrounds with "The 1964-1965 
New York World's Fair" in the upper right corner. Inside is a "Greetings..." message. Buy it and you 
can send it to a collector friend for any occasion. Size: 8 3/4" wide by 3 7/8" high. Condition: 
Excellent.      Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 319 - Shipping Label with the Unisphere logo in orange and blue along with "Fragile - Handle 
with Care" above and "New York World's Fair 1964/1965" below. The label is from the "Linn 
Myers" Dinnerware maker. Size: 5" wide by 3" high. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 320 - Paper Coaster from the "frontier palace", " Texas pavilions", "New York World's Fair 
1964 - 1965". The printing, star in the center and boarder are red. Around the star is gray, all on a 
white background. Size: 6" diameter. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 321 - Mastro Pizza Coupon. Discount coupon 5 cents off per slice" "Mastro Pizza Pavilion" 
"New York World's Fair". Pictures a map that shows the "Mastro Pizza" pavilion just behind the 
"Festival of Gas". 5 cents off, when a nickel would still buy a candy bar. Size: 2 1/8 inches high by 4 
1/8 inches wide. Condition: Mint.     Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 322 - Advertising Card for "Lakes to Sea System" bus trips to the fair with "as many as 11 
daily departures" that "make it so convenient for you to plan your World's Fair trip" picturing the 
bus, the Unisphere and a happy traveler sitting in a bus seat. On the back is the schedule and fares 
for the bus trip. Size: 6 3/8" by 3". Condition: Near Mint.    Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 323 - Cash Register Receipt created at the NCR pavilion on "15 May 65". It is not marked as 
being from the Fair, but I collected it at the NCR pavilion when I was young. What is most 
interesting about this receipt is that it has a perfumed odor and on the back is printed, "tiny perfume 
capsules are on this paper, crush and release. another use for NCR Encapsulation". Size: 2 5/16" 
wide by 5 3/16" long. Condition: Near Mint. (note the numbers are a little smudged, but that is the 
way it came out of the cash register 50 years ago).    Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 324 - Program for the opening day ceremonies issued by the "Post Office Department". The 
cover has "Commemorates The New York World's Fair April 22, 1964". This is a folder. Inside are 
places for First Day Covers' envelope and stamp, these are not included. On the opposite page is the 
program of the opening ceremony including all the speakers, former President "Harry S. Truman", 
The President of the Fair Robert Moses, Mayor Wagner, the "Postmaster General Dedication of 
Commemorative Stamp and the Embossed Envelope" and "Mrs. Indira Gandhi representing the 
exhibiting nations of the world". Size: 8" wide by 10" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, small bend 
top right corner.    Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 325 - Booklet "The Masonic Brotherhood Center" "at the New York World's Fair 1964 - 1965" 
picturing a full color architectural rendering of the pavilion. Inside is "The interior of our Center", 
"Masons Revere God", "Masons are Champions of Liberty" and much more. 32 pages in all with a 
color center and many black and white photos. Size: 7 13/16" wide by 10" high. Condition: Very 
Fine, would be Excellent except there is some paper residue on the center page from something that 
was stuck there a long time ago (probably could be carefully removed).    Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 326 - Booklet, "Groundbreaking at the New York World's Fair", "September 26, 1962", the 
"Electric Power & Light Exhibit" with a photo of Robert Moses and the president of Electric Power 
& light shoveling dirt. Inside is a black and white picture of the pavilion along with a description of 
prisms that will make up the exterior. 8 pages total including covers. Size: 8" wide by 6 1/4" high. 
Condition: Excellent.       Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 



 

Lot # 327 - Booklet, "Joseph Smith's Testimony". This 32 page booklet contains the life story of 
Joseph Smith, founder of the Mormon Church with 2 pages of pictures and information about their 
pavilion. Size: 3 7/8" wide by 8 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, with a minor crease in the 
upper right corner that diminishes through the first 16 pages. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 328 - Booklet for "Modesto Ltd.", "The Exclusive Custom Tailors", with "New York World's 
Fair 1964-65" also on the cover. Inside are 12 pages of black and white pictures of models wearing 
their men's and women's clothes. There is also a discussion on their Hong Kong business. Size: 3 
1/2" wide by 8" high. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 329 - 2 Piece lot: "The City: Places and People", "An Exhibition of Art Sponsored by the New 
York State Council on the Arts", "New York State Pavilion", "New York World's Fair, 1965". One 
piece is a 3 panel folder with a picture of "Childe Hassam's The Fourth of July, 1916" painting in 
black and white on the cover and a write up about the exhibit. The other piece is a 2 page orange 
folder with a list of all the paintings in the exhibit. Size: 4" wide by 9" high. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 330 - Folder, "Ticket Official Information", "New York World's Fair 1964-1965". Inside are 
the ticket prices for "Individual Tickets", "20-Ticket Book", "Bulk Orders...", "Recognized Travel 
and Transportation Agencies", "Certificates" to become an official ticket agent. The back cover 
pictures an orange and blue Unisphere and some more information. Size: 4" wide by 8 15/16" high. 
Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 331 - Folder for "The Equitable at the New York World's Fair". Cover pictures the Equitable 
pavilion, open the folder and there is a full color drawing of an aerial view of the fair grounds. Size: 
unopened: 9" high by 4 3/16" wide, Opened: 16 7/8" wide. Condition: Fine, light creases and a light 
scratch in the center. 
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 332 - Folder, "New York at the New York World's Fair", "The City", "Its Culture" and "Its 
Highways". The folder opens to show pictures of bridges, the fairgrounds and even the moon. This 
folder was mailed to a Vice President of Equitable. Size: Closed: 9" wide by 4" high. Opens to: 9" 
wide by 11 13/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, a little damage where a staple was put through for 
mailing (the staple is gone).     Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 333 - Folder, "Map and Guide to New York State and the World's Fair" picturing the 
Unisphere in front of an outline of New York State. Opens to 10 panels, one side is a full page road 
map of the state with an inset of the New York City area. The other side has 9 vacation destinations, 
one of which is the "New York World's Fair". Size: Closed: 4" wide by 8 3/8" high. Open: 16 3/4" 
by 19 7/8". Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 334 - Folder "Your guide to the General Motors Futurama New York World's Fair 1964-65" 
with a picture of the GM Building on the cover. Inside is a floor plan of the building with a legend. 
There is a write up of the creation of the exhibits and what you will see. Size: Closed is 3 5/8" wide 
by 8 9/16" high. Opens to 10 3/4" wide. Condition: Mint 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 335 - Folder "Macy's Invites you to a Unique Preview", "World's Fair Exhibit Center 5th 
Floor". Open it up and it states it has "The Largest Official Walk Around Model of the New York 
World's Fair" (a drawing of it is pictured on the cover) along with other information. The folder is 
printed in blue. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 8 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, a vertical crease down the 
middle and the top corners are bent. 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 



 

Lot # 336 - Folder, "India Pavilion", "New York World's Fair" with a multicolor drawing of Indian 
women standing under bells. Opens to 3 panels with information about what you will see in the 
pavilion, things for sale, "Then and Now" statistics and statistics comparing India to the United 
States. Size: 7 1/8" wide by 8 3/8" high. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 337 - Unused Postcard with Color Photo of the "Montana Hereford Cattle", "fed Ful-O Pep at 
1964 New York World's Fair". The card pictures 3 large cattle and one calf with a man in a pen. 
Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight corner damage upper left. 
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 338 - Unused Multicolor Postcard with a photograph of "The Original Lowenbrau Brewery 
Wagon" with horses and guys in costume. "Published by Hans Holterbosch, Inc." and numbered 
"91905-B" with the fair copyright. The card has serrated edges. Size: 5 7/8" wide by 4 1/16" high, 
larger than usual. Condition: Excellent.      Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 339 - Unused Postcard with a Color Photo of the "Pepsi-Cola Pavilion", "New York World's 
Fair 1964-1965", (as marked on back) with the Tower of the 4 Winds in the foreground. Also 
marked on the back is "Official World's Fair Post Cards by Dexter, West Nyack, N.Y." Insert of 
Unisphere in upper left hand corner. Postcard number in small letters on the back is DT-86861-B. 
Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine. The corners are slightly rounded, but it 
appears to have been made that way.     Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5 

$ 1 

 

Lot # 340 - Unused Postcard with a Color Photo of the "Ford Pavilion" showing the Rotunda . 
Published by "Progressive Publications, Inc." of N.Y.C. It is marked "Unofficial Postcard". On the 
back is the number "73826". Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition: Since there are 2 1/4" 
lines of damage in the bottom center, I can only say this card is Very Good. There is also a crease in 
the upper left corner. 
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3 

$ 1 

Category: Expo '70 (341 to 341) 
Held in Osaka Japan 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 341 - Bronze Medal. Obverse: Picture of a fair building with Japanese writing above and 
below. Reverse: Around the edge are stars. In the center is a pattern of concentric circles with "Japan 
World Exposition Osaka 1970" written in the circles. Size: 1" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with 
some light scratches and age toning. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

Category: 1974 Spokane World's Fair (342 to 342) 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 342 - "Admit One Adult" Admission Ticket to "Expo'74" "World's Fair", "Grounds open 10:00 
a.m. to 10:00 p.m.", "Spokane, USA", "May 4-Nov. 3,1974". The ticket is numbered "46587". The 
original admission stub is missing. Size: 4 11/16" wide by 2 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine 
since the admission stub has been removed. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 2 

Category: 1982 World's Fair Knoxville (343 to 343) 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 343 - "First Day of Issue" Cover picturing a Jim Butcher painting of solar panels, a windmill, a 
faucet, sail boats and a building with "Solar Energy", "Heating the earth and its atmosphere, the Sun 
provides many promising energy resources." The stamp on the envelope pictures the Sun with "Solar 
Energy" and "Knoxville World's Fair" underneath. The postmark date is "Apr 29 1982". Size: 6 1/2" 
wide by 3 5/8" high. Condition: Near Mint. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8 

$ 3 



Category: 1984 Louisiana World Exposition (344 to 345) 
Held in New Orleans on the 100th Anniversary of the World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 344 - Booklet for the "Opening Ceremonies" being held in the "Liggett & Myers Quality Seal 
Amphitheater", "New Orleans, Louisiana, Saturday, May Twelve Nineteen Hundred Eighty-Four". 
Inside are 4 pages listing the "Board of Directors", "Program" including the "Roll Call of Nations" 
and the Staff. The cover is a beautiful color rendition of the logo with mermaids, alligators and 
Triton. Size: 8 1/5" wide by 11" high. Condition: Excellent, there is a little rust on the 2 staples. 
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 345 - Miniature Beer Stein with an insert on one side that pictures Seymore D. Fair in the 
center with "Louisiana World Exposition" written around the top. The stein has a lid that opens 
when you push down on the lever at the end of the top of the handle. Size: 1 1/4" wide from edge to 
end of lid lever by 1 1/2" tall. The base has a diameter of 13/16". Condition: Fine, since the picture is 
faded and a little browned. The stein itself is Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 2 

Category: Expo 86 (346 to 347) 
Held in Vancouver British Columbia, Canada 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 346 - Baked Enamel Pin on the original card. The pin pictures Ernie the "Expo 86" Spaceman 
with the "Ivory Coast" flag (as written on the card) above. To the left is "Vancouver" and to the right 
is "Canada". On the card printed in gold is "Limited Edition Expo 86 Official Pin" at top and the 
number "# 18" at the bottom. Size: Pin is 1" wide by 1" high. The card is 1 9/16" wide by 2" high. 
Condition: Near Mint.     Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 347 - Baked Enamel Pin on the original card. The pin pictures Ernie the "Expo 86" Spaceman 
with the "Indonesia" flag (as written on the card) above. To the left is "Vancouver" and to the right is 
"Canada". On the card printed in gold is "Limited Edition Expo 86 Official Pin" at top and the 
number "# 15" at the bottom. Size: Pin is 1" wide by 1" high. The card is 1 9/16" wide by 2" high. 
Condition: Near Mint.   Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 2 

Category: Modern Fairs (348 to 353) 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 348 - Paper Shopping Bag from "Expo 2010 Shanghai China". This bag is from the "Licensed 
Products Store". There are 2 string handles. Size: Open: 9" wide by 2 3/4" deep by 9" tall. 
Condition: Near Mint and unused. 
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 349 - Refrigerator Magnet from Expo 2015 in Milan Italy. The magnet has a raised image of 
one of the many vegetables that graced many of the signs and souvenirs and has the Expo 2015 logo 
below. The original thin cardboard holder at top that was used to hang the magnet from the display 
rack pictures the fruit head logo "Foodie" designed by Disney and still has the original price tag on 
the back. It is my understanding that Disney designed all the fruits and vegetables that appeared on 
their souvenirs. Size: Magnet is 1 5/8" wide by 2 3/8" high. Bag is 2 1/2" wide by 4 7/8" high. 
Condition: Mint in the original bag. Plastic bag has some creases.    Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15 

$ 5 

 

Lot # 350 - Advertising Trade Card for the "Illy Collection Expo Milano 2015" picturing the cups 
and saucers that they made that pictured Foodie, the fair's mascot created by Disney. Size: 3 15/16" 
wide by 7 5/16" high. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8 

$ 3 



 

Lot # 351 - Advertising Card for "The European Union Presents The Story of Sylvia & Alex" at 
Milan Expo 2015. The front pictures the 2 characters in a scene from the animated movie that was 
shown in the pavilion. The back is a map of where to find the pavilion on the fairgrounds. Size: 6" 
wide by 4 1/8" high. Condition: Excellent. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 352 - "Kaiser Roll" information and recipe card from Milan Expo 2015. This 2 sided card tells 
the stories of the origin of this delicious roll, its characteristics and ingredients along with a web 
address to get the recipe. Size: 7 1/16" wide by 5 1/8" high. Condition: Near Mint. 
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8 

$ 2 

 

Lot # 353 - Paper Napkin from the restaurant in the Russia pavilion. Marked "Russia", "Expo 
Milano 2015" in red. Like all paper napkins, it is folded into quarters. Size: Folded: 4 5/8" by 4 3/4". 
Condition: Excellent, a couple of minor spots on the edge. 
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3 

$ 1 

Category: Modern Reference (354 to 356) 

Picture Description Minimum
Bid 

 

Lot # 354 - Reproduction of the "Official Plan for Hudson-Fulton Celebration Children's Festival 
Parade", October 2d, 1909", "Costumes". Inside are 19 black and white drawings of children (they 
look like old children) in costumes with some words printed on the side. Size: 4 1/16" wide by 7 
3/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, the covers are a little soiled. 
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10 

$ 3 

 

Lot # 355 - 48 Page booklet of black and white pictures of the "1939 World's Fair". "The World of 
Tomorrow", "A World-Wide Experience Revisited" picturing the Trylon and Perisphere on the 
cover. Written in 1973 by John Papp, inside is a one page write up followed by pages picturing 2 to 
4 black and white photos of the fair on every page. Size: 5 7/8" wide by 8 7/8" high. Condition: 
Extremely Fine with some imprints on the back cover (someone used it as backing to write 
something). 
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12 

$ 4 

 

Lot # 356 - Color Photograph of the Family Phone Booth at the 1964-65 New York World's Fair. 
This print was made in 1980. Size: 5" wide by 3 3/8" high. Condition: Very Fine, is a little faded. 
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3 

$ 1 
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